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Abstract 
Model-driven software development is becoming very common in computer application 

systems, telecommunication networks, embedded control systems, real time systems and 

many more. To this end, a significant percentage of the model-driven development effort is 

spent on the model transformation process. Lack of specific textual languages tailored to solve 

specific subject model or requirement is the main weakness of general programming 

languages.   

 

The embedded control system for the automotive industry is one of the domain specific 

examples which require domain specific languages and model transformation for boosting 

productivity and reducing time to make change. However, one of the gaps in model-driven 

development is the problem to find out which one of the model transformation tools or 

approaches is suited best to solve a particular problem.  

   

In previous work model transformation approaches were classified and some model 

transformation tools were evaluated. The suitability of the model transformation tool depends 

largely on the kind of model transformation problem that need to be solved. This thesis 

presents a guideline and evaluates model transformation engineering approaches by 

classifying model transformation problem domains, identifying criteria for evaluating different 

transformation techniques and recommending the best approach or tool for a specific model 

transformation problem.  

 

Hence, presenting guideline and evaluating the engineering of model transformation in model-

driven software development approach is an important goal to specify and mature 

transformations among models.  
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Sammanfattning 

Modelldriven utveckling av mjukvara har blivit mycket vanligt i system datorprogram 

telekommunikationsnät, inbyggda styrsystem, Realtidssystem och många fler. För detta 

ändamål är en betydande andel av den modelldriven utveckling ansträngning spenderas på 

modellen omvandlingsprocessen. Brist på särskilda textmässiga språk anpassade för att lösa 

specifika ämne modell eller krav är den största svagheten hos allmän programmeringsspråk.  

 

Den inbyggda styrsystem för bilindustrin är en av domänen konkreta exempel som kräver 

domän specifika språk och modell omvandling för att öka produktiviteten och minska tid att 

göra förändringar. Men en av luckorna i modelldriven utveckling är problemet att ta reda på 

vilken av de verktyg som modell omvandling eller metoder är bäst lämpad att lösa ett särskilt 

problem.  

    

I tidigare omvandling arbetsmodell metoder klassificerades och några modell omvandling 

verktyg utvärderades. Lämpligheten av modellen transformation verktyget beror till stor del på 

vilken typ av modell förändring problem som måste lösas. Denna avhandling presenterar en 

riktlinje och utvärderar modell metoder omvandling teknik genom att klassificera modell 

domäner transformation problem, identifiera kriterier för att utvärdera olika omvandling 

tekniker och rekommendationer om bästa metod eller verktyg för en specifik modell 

omvandling-problem.  

 

Därför presenterar riktlinje och utvärdera teknik för modell förändring i modell synsätt 

mjukvaruutveckling är ett viktigt mål att specificera och mogna transformationer mellan 

modeller.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 
 

This chapter introduces the main background on model transformation engineering. Then 

followed by general overview of this thesis including: problem, goal and audience, method, 

purpose, limitation and a brief introduction of the core sections.  

1.1 Background  
 

In general programming language, programmers use programming language to transform or 

implement the specification and design of every domain model or requirements. The model 

transformation is used by defining the syntactical and semantic rules of the language. However, 

model-based development with domain specific languages
1
 has two major foundations.  The 

first, metamodeling, explains how models are built and structured. This is comparable with the 

abstract syntax of a programming language (the concrete syntax is often graphical). Model 

Transformation, explains what a model means, and how models can be translated into other 

formalisms. It can be used for tool integration, code generation, simulation and analysis. Model 

transformations can also be used to define the semantics of a metamodel.  

 

In recent years model driven software development has become an enhanced software design 

approach for small and large companies in different domains, for instance in computer 

application systems, telecommunication networks, embedded control software systems, real time 

systems and many others. As the Object Management Group (OMG) described in the Model-

Driven Architecture (MDA) [1, 2], model-driven development has many benefits—perhaps one 

of the most promising is increased developer productivity and improved quality due to reuse of 

well proven patterns and best practices in the model transformation. 

 

Currently the area of model transformation is an active research field. Performing model 

transformation for a software development is a model driven engineering discipline in software 

engineering that relies on models as first class entities. Due to their crucial techniques for 

manipulation of models in mode-based and model-driven software development, model 

transformations are receiving increasing attention among software and system engineers. As 

presented in chapter 2 of this thesis, in order to provide automated support for model 

transformation, it requires an understanding of certain related aspects such as:  Formal methods, 

standards, methodologies/processes, tools and approaches/languages. 

 

Mens, Czarnecki and Helsen have classified model transformation approaches in [3, 4] and are 

widely used. Moreover, four model transformation tools have been analyzed and evaluated by 

Huber [5]. Their finding was: No tool or approach is absolutely better than the others but should 

be determined based on the kind of problem requiring a solution.   

 

This thesis is undertaken at the department of Mechatronics (made up of two elements that are 

mechanics and electronics) at KTH
2
. Information technology could be seen as the third element 

of the Mechatronics subject [6]. For instance, in the ATESST2 project of this department, after 

developing and implementing a model using their own EAST-ADL tool, engineers need to make 

safety and quality analysis. In order to make the analysis they need to transform the whole or a 

part of the model to some target model for reading the target artifact. In such a situation, their 

                                                
1
 DSL (Domain Specific Language) is specific textual language tailored to solve a specific problem.  

2
 KTH (Kungliga Tekniska högskolan )- The Royal Institute of Technology, www.kth.se 
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challenge is to discover which one of the tools best suits the need in order to deliver the result. 

Even if choosing an appropriate model transformation tool can provide an increase in expertise 

analysis, it is one of the real gaps of current model driven development (MDD) approaches.    
 

In the software industry, a user does want to transform models, for example class and UML 

activity diagram, to other formalism to understand interaction of systems. Furthermore, a user 

does also want to model control system in different environment for instance using Matlab, 

simulink and stateflow and transform to code or running instances. To this end, developers or 

users need to know the advantages and disadvantages of the different kinds of model 

transformation tools. They also need professional recommendations in different kinds of model 

transformation approaches and tools in the market.  As mentioned above, so far only the tools 

and approaches have been classified and some tools have been evaluated, but is  the right tool for 

our given model transformation problem  chosen?  

 

In this thesis, I go one step further, and base my research on user‘s model transformation 

problems and these established results [3, 4]. I would like to give to the user, who has a model 

transformation problem to solve, list of model transformation approaches and tools to choose in 

the form of model transformation engineering approaches evaluation guideline and 

recommendations.    

1.2 Problem Description 
 

Due to potentially infinite number and type of system applications that are solved by model 

transformations, to select and generalize one specific approach (or tool, or technique) for a 

typical model transformation of a system is a difficult problem. For example as described in [7], 

in most model driven development approaches, developers first create graphical models of a 

system on a high abstraction level, which will be transformed (compiled)  to more detailed 

(technical) models and/or executable code using model transformation tools. Furthermore, model 

transformation applications also includes: mapping among models at the same or different level 

of abstraction, model refactoring, generating higher level models from low level models or codes 

and many more.  

 

The problems description leads to the following research questions. If a user has a model 

transformation problem: 

 

 How does a user find the right language or approach for the given model transformation 

problem? 

 

 Which tool should the user use to solve the problem? 

 

An appropriate problem classification, evaluating user‘s problem class against evaluation criteria 

or parts and a recommendation for selection of an appropriate transformation approaches (or 

tool) is therefore necessary 

1.3 Goal and Audience  
 

The main goal of this thesis work is to provide guideline and evaluate model transformation 

engineering approaches on the basis of user‘s model transformation problems classification. This 

research reduces the complexity of the user‘s model transformation problems by adopting 

taxonomy of model transformation approaches, identifying use cases and classifying user‘s 

problems. I am also interested in different evaluation criteria‘s of model transformation 

engineering which I need to solve similar problems. Based on this result a recommendation for 
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selecting one transformation approach or tools over another is created. The second goal is to 

share knowledge gained from this study so that it will help to mature the transformation 

engineering and provide a framework for future work  

 

Therefore, the contribution of this thesis paper is threefold:   

 

I. User‘s guideline for model transformation engineering approach 

I. Classification of model transformation problems, evaluation model and 

process parts for model transformation engineering approaches.  

II. Recommendation of a model transformation approach for a given model 

transformation problem 

In a general sense as depicted in Figure 1.1 the main audiences of this thesis are industry, tool 

developers and the scientific community who want to use model transformation. This work can 

help the industry to decide which tool to use and if they have a specific problem to know which 

tool best suits their need. Particularly, software & system architects use to easily choose a 

particular model transformation approach for a specific problem. Furthermore, the work can also 

help tool developers to design a new approach or integrate the existing approaches and for the 

scientific community to update the taxonomy of mode transformation.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1:  This Thesis Work in the Context of Model Transformation Engineering  

1.4 Method 
 

To fulfill the goal of this thesis, an engineering empirical research method based on direct 

experimentation and direct observation of model transformation was used. Here, functionality 

test and simple transformation case studies prove that the evaluation is valid. (See figure 2.1) 
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Before starting any kind of evaluation of model transformation engineering, a literature study has 

been carried out to know how models are built, structured and translated into other formalisms. 

The two major foundations, metamodeling and model transformation explain such issues.   

 

 

 

 
  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2:  The Thesis Research Method for Guideline and Evaluation of Model 

Transformation Engineering Approaches 

Then I browsed through relevant information sources in the model driven software development 

such as printed journals, online tool documentations, OMG standards, and books for theoretical 

knowledge of model transformation support. These include: standards; methodology and 

transformation languages/approaches used in model transformations; problem schemas which 

consist of transformations type and syntactical changes. The method also includes a practical 

experiment to develop competency in Eclipse and purposefully selected two model 

transformation tools based on the approach utilized.  
 

The core issues for investigation may include the classification of user‘s model transformation 

problems against model transformation engineering approaches and evaluation criteria.  

However, there are also other related issues that arose such as   experience of model 

transformation engineering in computer application and embedded systems.    

 

Therefore, the analysis and evaluation method includes software standards and procedures to 

examine the transformation engineering. The methodology consists of theoretical and practical 

research for the main contribution of evaluation of model transformation engineering, which 

consists of: Classifications of model transformation problems by type, setting guidelines for 

model transformations evaluation processes, evaluating each transformation type by selected 

evaluation criteria, recommendation for selection of transformation tools, and finally, a case 

study for validation.  

1.5 Limitation and scope 
 

In model transformation engineering we need model analysis and verification, model checking, 

model transformation correctness and other similar inputs. Due to the enormous complexity of 

real systems I left this part for future work.   
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On the other hand, we cannot define a clear process protocol for model transformation 

engineering in model-driven development. This is because in domain specific languages each 

tool has its own way of defining the process. The process/procedure depends on the kind of 

technique, system or tools we use.  

 

Hence, the scope of this thesis is limited to analysis and classifications of user‘s model 

transformation problems and evaluating against identified evaluation elements to provide 

recommendation on the selection of tools for a specific model transformation class.   

1.6 Disposition  
 

With the conclusion of chapter 1, the thesis is organized in the following manner; Chapter 2 

presents the frame of reference for the thesis. This includes the review of state-of-the-art and 

highlight earlier practice of model transformation engineering. In Chapter 3 the user‘s guideline 

for evaluation of model transformation engineering approaches, which is the main evaluation 

procedure of this thesis work, are presented. Thereafter, in Chapter 4, 5 and 6, the main 

contribution that is the classification and evaluation of model transformation engineering 

approaches of this thesis are explained. These includes user-oriented model transformation 

problem classifications, evaluation model and transformation framework are explained, in 

particular, considerations regarding user‘s problem classifications and evaluation parts are 

discussed in more detail.  

 

In Chapter 7, recommendation of this work for model transformation engineering, which 

includes the general concepts of model architectures and practical selection of model 

transformation tools or approaches, is discussed. Chapter 8 validates the evaluation method by 

using simple transformation case studies and discussion. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the 

important findings in this master‘s thesis and proposes for the future.  
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Chapter 2  

Frame of Reference for Model Transformation 
Engineering Approaches  
 

In the following sections background knowledge about model transformation problems and 

engineering approaches are discussed. 

2.1 Model Transformation Terminologies and Problem 
Introduction  

 

This section helps to define important terminologies and introduction of model transformation 

problems.  

2.1.1 Definition of Important Terminologies 
 

The following definition of important terminologies are collected and documented from the 

OMG standards and [3, 4]. 

 

 Support model is a list of main categories for model transformation engineering that help 

to provide automated model transformation.  

 

 Model is representations that contain the essential structure of some object or event in the 

real world. 

 

 Model Driven Engineering is a discipline in software engineering that relies on models as 

first class entities for software development. 

 

 Model Driven Development is an approach that focuses on models 

 

 Model Driven Architecture defines an approach to software development based on 

modeling and automated mapping of models to implementations. 

 

 Metamodel is a mechanism to define modeling languages and it also facilitate 

transformation definition. 

 

 Model Transformation is the process of converting one model into another by hiding 

technical details. For instance model to model and model to text (code) are basic 

examples of model transformation.  

  

 Transformation languages are systematic approaches by which a complex task is 

accomplished. 

 

 Structure of system is a diagram or a graph that can represent the model transformation 

problem or system.  

 

 System model describes software or an organization system or its environment or both. 
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2.1.2 Problem Introduction  
 

According to [7] in model transformation engineering, we deal with models which can be 

represented by source models and target models. Second we deal with metamodels, which is a 

mechanism to define modeling languages such that they are unambiguously defined, by relating 

the modeling element to each other. It is also a mechanism that helps us comparing different 

modeling languages and facilitating creation of transformation definition which is used by the 

transformation tools. Defining transformation include mapping modeling element and 

transformation rules. Here mapping metamodels is easier if the metamodel has a common 

metametamodel. For example OMG is defining a standard for metamodels and metametamodels.   

 

In previous general programming language the model transformation is used by defining the 

syntactical and semantic rules of the language. However in model-driven development, 

transformation has different tradition than the general programming language transformation. In 

model based development with domain specific language problems are described by domain 

specific diagram and elements of the diagram.  A system which is described by a diagram can be 

written in graphical modeling languages and symbols. Theses diagram and symbols can be 

specified by a modeling language that has a static and dynamic semantics. That means a static 

semantics is a rule how to construct well formed or meaningful language constructs and dynamic 

semantics which defines the meaning of a well formed language construct.   

 

These graphical modeling languages consist of the graphical symbols and semantics from the 

abstract symbols Called models. Then, the abstract syntax can be classified by model classifiers 

called metamodels and the metamodel further classified by a classifiers called metametamodels.  

 

Model transformation tools are important in model driven software development to transform or 

map different domain specific subject models to other formalism/artifacts for implementation or 

analysis.  

 

Here follows some basic examples of problems solved by model transformation tools: 

 

i. User wants to transform models to target model for model translation, model analysis 

or to understand interaction of systems. For example using class and activity  UML 

diagrams, 

 

ii. User wants to model control systems in different environments. For example using 

Matlab, simulink and stateflow for model simulation, model co-evolution or model 

synthesis,  

 

iii. User wants to transform models to automatic code or text generation.  

 

Therefore, potentially infinite model to model, model to text or model to code kinds of 

transformations can be used. 

2.2 Standards for Transformations Engineering   
 

The model transformation engineering, which involve transformation tools for (semi-) automated 

model transformations in model driven development, are a wide topic that can be tackled by 

different support model standards for transformation. In this section, the research explained the 

support model in a Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) approach to provide 

automated model transformation. It is based on model transformation taxonomy presented in [4].   
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According to [4], model transformation support can be divided into five main categories. These 

are Formal Methods, Standards, Methodologies/Processes, Transformation approaches and 

Tools. In the following sub sections, these five categories for model transformation support are 

explained.   

2.2.1 OMG Transformation Standard: 

 

A standard denotes conditions that are accepted to all phases of model driven software 

development. Some of the many OMG standards
3
 that need to be taken to reach and maintain the 

system goals are UML, XMI, QVT, SysMl and many more.  

 

In section 2.3.1 I will show how the Object Management Group (OMG‘s) ―Meta Object Facility 

(MOF) 2.0 Query/View/Transformation specification‖ fit together in a Model Driven 

Architecture (MDA) approach. However, here I only mention Query/View/Transform (QVT) 

standard [8] and its implementation motivation in model driven architecture. QVT 

(Query/View/Transform) is one of the many additional standards of the OMG that deals with 

modeling transformation and enables powerful visual design and transformation of models in 

model driven architecture  

 

                            
 

Figure 2.2: Relationship between QVT metamodels [8] 

Hence, transformations are one of the fundamental foundations to MDA we need some 

implementation of the standard to avoid the different ad-hoc fashion approaches. Here, as part of 

the effort for example the Queries/Views/Transformations (QVT) RFP issued by the OMG is one 

of the motivation and there are seven QVT submissions on the table. As stated in [9], an 

implementation of QVT which is separate from but complementary to the standard will achieve 

the following: make sure the standard is sound and implementable, allow people other than the 

submitters to put the standard through its paces, and help identify commonalities and differences 

between submissions.  

2.2.2 Transformation Methodologies Processes framework: 

 

Transformation Methodology/process framework is initially developed by the OMG in MDA [1] 

and the skeleton for method can be customized or augmented by different organizations and 

companies, including IBM, Microsoft and some more.   

 

In our context Methodologies/processes framework are just like standards in model 

transformation and MDA transformation approach is one of the examples from the standard list. 

However, transformation methodologies differ from end user requirements based on the domain 

specific application, we need to know the domain and its application to define the methods.  

Hence, in model transformation support we have methodologies like IBM Rational Unified 

Process
4
, Executable UML and many more. These methods/processes can be considered as a 

                                                
3
 OMG standards focused on modeling (programs, systems and business processes) and model-based standards. 

http://www.omg.org/ 
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major alternative innovation to MDA approach in the field of software development. To this 

clarity, it needs a detailed study to identifying the methodological issues for different model 

transformation approaches because, as mentioned above, it is based on the domain specific 

application.  

2.2.3 Transformation Approaches:  

 

According to [10], transformation engineering in model driven development can be divided into 

two parts: Generic and Meta-transformation. Generic transformation deals with transformation 

with rules where the types of certain objects are variables. Meta (or higher-order) 

transformations operate on other transformations as their input or output. Hence, this 

transformation division needs desirable approach/language characteristics for implementation.  

 

Model transformation is the heart and soul of model transformation, in [11] there are different 

approaches and recommended desirable language characteristics discussed. As depicted in figure 

2.1 below, a representation of the meta-model based model transformation in OMG four level 

modeling architecture
5
 from higher level to lower level [12], provides an understanding of how 

the transformation approach is used 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1:  Meta-Model based model transformation
6
 

Hence, model transformation is the vital center of model driven software development. To this 

end, once models are developed on different levels of abstractions using standard modeling tools, 

specifying transformation between such models is accomplished with model transformation 

approaches/languages. 

Currently, the area of model transformations and approaches/languages are an active research 

field.  This is because many new approaches, techniques and tools are developed.            

                                                                                                                                                       
4
 IBM Rational Unified Process® (RUP®) is a comprehensive process framework that provides industry-tested 

practices for software and systems delivery and implementation and for effective project management. http://www-

01.ibm.com/software/awdtools/rup/ 
5
 OMG 4 level modeling architecture consists of M1, M2, M3 and M4 levels for automated model transformation. 

http://www.omg.org/mda/faq_mda.htm 

6 Towards a Precise Definition of the OMG/MDA Framework, Jean Bezivin and Olivier Gerbe, 2001 
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2.2.4 Transformation Tools:  

 

In traditional software engineering, a high percentage of the software development effort is spent 

on semi-manual transformation of models into code or other formalisms.  However, in model 

driven development, the transformation of models to model or other formalism is facilitated by 

model transformation tools. Hence, model transformation tools alleviate the traditional model 

transformation method by providing automated model transformation. Table 2.0 gives an 

overview of some preliminary list of the model transformation tools [13], which automate 

model-driven development:  

 

Tools Tools Links  

 

ATL http://www.eclipse.org/m2m/atl/ 

Kermeta http://www.kermeta.org/mdk/ 

SmartQVT http://smartqvt.elibel.tm.fr/ 

mediniQVT http://www.ikv.de/index.php 

AndroMDA http://www.andromda.org/index.php 

Fujaba Transformation http://www.fujaba.de/no_cache/home.html 

TXL http://www.txl.ca/ 

Stratego http://strategoxt.org/ 

Moflon http://www.moflon.org/ 

UMLX http://dev.eclipse.org/viewcvs/indextech.cgi/gmt-

home/subprojects/UMLX/index.html 

OAW http://www.openarchitectureware.org/ 

GMT http://dev.eclipse.org/viewcvs/indextech.cgi/gmt-

home/description.html 

FUUT-je http://dev.eclipse.org/viewcvs/indextech.cgi/gmt-

home/description.html 

JET http://help.eclipse.org/galileo/index.jsp?topic=/org.eclipse.jet.doc/ 

gettingStarted/transformStructure.xhtml 

Metaedit+ 

Transformation 

http://visual-languages.blogspot.com/2007/11/metaedit.html 

ArcStyler 

Transformations 

http://www.robtex.com/dns/arcstyler.com.html 

B+m Generator 

Framework 

http://www.bmiag.de/b-m-engineering.html 

VIATRA2 http://dev.eclipse.org/viewcvs/indextech.cgi/gmt-

home/subprojects/VIATRA2/index.html 

GreAT http://www.isis.vanderbilt.edu/tools/GReAT 

 

  

Table 2.0: Model Transformation Tools and their respective Links 
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2.3     Practices of Model Transformation 
 

In practices of model transformation, I will discuss about the different transformation 

environments in model-driven development. It includes transformation in transformation in 

MDA (Model Driven Architecture) and transformations in Domain Specific Languages 

particularly in embedded control system.  

2.3.1 Transformations in Model Driven Architecture  

 

As depicted in Figure 2.2 and explained in [8], QVT (Query/View/Transformation), in the 

model-driven architecture, is a standard for model transformation defined by the Object 

Management Group. This research starts by describing MDA approach because it has become a 

dominant leaning in software engineering, and OMG standards fit together in MDA.  

 

OMG claims that Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is its flagship and interoperability for IT 

system is the main focus for OMG. As discussed in MDA guide 2003, [14], Computational 

Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model (PIM) and Platform Specific Model 

(PSM) are some basic MDA concepts that influenced other Model Driven Approaches. Here, 

OMG‘s standards that support MDA and other Model Driven development Approaches are: 

Unified Modeling Language (UML) - which has changed to better support MDA [15]; Meta 

Object Facility (MOF) - which is a Meta metamodel [15]; Common Warehouse metamodel 

(CWM) [15]; XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [16] and Object Constraint Languages (OCL).  
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Figure 2.3: MDA Guide, Kleppe et al, 2003, Chapoter 1, 2, 3 [7] 
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To this end, as described by MDA guide 2003, Model transformations are thus a crucial element 

in OMG‘s vision on MDA. Hence, as described by MDA Guide 2003 and explained in [17], the 

MDA vision is automatic transformation from platform independent models (high level models) 

to platform specific model (low level models) and code which means it relates the different 

abstractions level used in model driven development scenario. For further reading about CIM, 

PIM and PSM it is recommended read [18]. 

 

According to MDA guide 2003, Model transformation is the process of converting one model to 

another model of the system. To understand the main concept about transformation in model 

driven Architecture, I use a very simple example depicted in Figure 2.3 below from [18].  

2.3.2   Transformations in DSL (Domain Specific Languages)  

 

The OMG‘s initiative allows others to model and program domain specific ideas that are specific 

to particular business and technology. Some transformation frameworks [19] have flourished to 

provide solid foundation to the area. The following section will discuss about the general aspect 

in model driven engineering and one modeling approach for embedded control system from a 

specific automotive domain application.   

 

Model-based development with domain specific languages has two major foundations: 

 

I. Metamodeling:  This explains how models are built and structured. This is comparable 

with the abstract syntax of a programming language (the concrete syntax is often 

graphical) 

II. Model Transformation: this explains what a model means, and how models can be 

translated into other artifact or formalism. It can be used for tool integration, code 

generation, simulation and analysis. Furthermore, model transformation is also used to 

define semantics of a metamodel.  

 

According to Douglas, Model driven engineering offers a promising approach to address 

platform complexity by combining Domain-specific modeling languages and transformation 

engines and generators [20]; thereby it is receiving increasing attentions among software 

engineers.  
 

 

As described in [21], the MDA standard from the OMG is merely a specific incarnation of the 

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach. Today there are different Model Driven 

Development techniques/approaches: OMG‘s Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [22], 

Executable UML (xUML) is one pillar supporting the model driven architectures initiative, 

Rational Rose RealTime (RT) is Standard for Real-time Embedded Software Development [23], 

AIDA [24]  is control performance simulation based on worst case timing, ORCCAD [25] is 

control performance simulation and formal verification of mode logic and code generation, 

Architecture Centric Software Development (AC-MDSD) is a set of workflow-oriented 

approaches (usually based on Modeling languages such as SDL and state machines) and the like. 

(See figure 2.4 for model transformation concepts in domain specific language and relations 

between them) 

2.3.3 Transformations in embedded control systems  

 

As discussed in section 2.4.2 the two major foundations in domain specific language are 

metamodeling and transformation. In order to motivate the need for transformation in Domain 

specific language, I selected a problem in embedded control systems, namely co-design of control  
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Figure 2.4: Model transformation concepts and relations between them [26] 

system from integrated engineering approach such as automatic control, computer software and 

hardware, electronics, and machine design which is often referred to as Mechatronics. (See [6] and 

[30] for better understanding). 

 

As discussed in [27]; embedded computer control systems refer to digital computers that are 

used for achieving advanced control functionality (e.g. motion control) as well as diagnostics and 

monitoring in machinery such as vehicles, airplanes, production machines, and robots.  

 
The relevance of this aspect is co-design related in embedded control system is a new area [28], a set 

of co-design tools development for modeling and transformation in depth discussion and study. Here 

follows a set of selected representative tools for co-design of control systems and their real time 

implementation, which are highly representative for the given focus and discussed in detail in [28] 

and described briefly below:   

 

 AIDA – The Aida toolset [Rodell et al., 2004] is an environment for model-based design and 

analysis of real-time control systems. In the tool Architecture, Aida interfaces to 

MATLAB/Simulink, which enables import of control system models and export of the same 

models augmented with timing information [28], 
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 Jitterbug – Jitterbug [Cervin et al, 2003; Lincoln and Cervin, 2002; Cervin and Lincoln, 

2003] is a MATLAB-based analysis tool that makes it possible to compute a quadratic 

performance criteria for a linear control system under various timing conditions. In the tool 

Architecture, Jitterbug consists of a collection of MATLAB functions that interface to the 

control System Toolbox. These functions provide functionality to initialize Jitterbug, set up 

the timing and signal models that define a Jitterbug system, and calculate the performance 

index [31], 

 

 ORCCAD – Orccad [Simon et al., 1993; Simon et al., 1999; Simon and Girault, 2001; Simon 

et al., 1997] is a CAD system and approach aimed at the development of robotic system from 

high-level specifications down to the implementation of the details. In the tool Architecture, 

tools based on Petri nets modeling and (max, plus) analysis allow for the structural and 

temporal verification of the network of synchronized control modules (assuming fixed given 

execution times for the modules) [Simon and Benattar, 2005]. Tool output final C-C++ code 

of the system is generated after the code generation stage. In addition, analysis results from 

the formal verification, as well as simulations, can be obtained  [31], 

 

 PTOLEMY II – Ptolemy II is the third generation of software produced within the Ptolemy 

project [Hylands et al., 2003; Ptolemy Project, 2004] at the University of California at 

Berkeley. The Architecture consists of two sets of packages; one that provides generic 

support for all models of computation, and one that provides more specialized support for 

particular models of computation. The latter includes domains which are Java packages that 

implement particular models of computation. [31] 

2.4 Related Works on Model Transformation Engineering 
Approaches  

 

The conceptual criteria of model based development approaches include the source and target 

models, kind of transformation, technical spaces, functional and non functional requirements and 

some more. These entire engineering criteria are needed during the model transformation phases. 

In the following section I will highlight and briefly explain the major earlier related works in the 

area of model transformation engineering approaches. 

2.4.1 Classifications of Model Transformation Approaches 

 

According to [4] what needs to be transformed into what? It‘s one of the main questions that 

developers want to answer to select the model transformation approach.  

 

According to [11], many model transformation activities can be performed as automated process, 

which take one or more source models as input and produce one or more target models as output, 

following a set of transformation rules. For example the basic MDA pattern (MDA Guide 

Version 1.0.1) involves defining a platform independent model (PIM) and its automated 

mapping to one or more platform-specific models (PSMs). There are different numbers of source 

and target models: One-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many. A one-to-one 

transformation can be specified by all tools whereas one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-

many can be specified by some tools.  

 

According to [32], in generating model transformation, the input model should conform to a 

metamodel - MMsource and to an output model conforming to a metamodel - MMtarget, 

aligning MMsource on MMtarget. Here this research consider a model transformation from a 

source metamodel MMsource to a target metamodel MMtarget as a procedure 
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Based on the language in which the source and target models of a transformation are expressed, a 

distinction can be made between endogenous and exogenous transformations. For example, we 

can differentiate model transformations according to the metamodels of source and target models 

used in the transformation. Endogenous transformation transforms source model(s) into target 

model(s) expressed with same metamodel. Exogenous transformation transforms source 

model(s) into target model(s) expressed with different meta-models. Endogenous 

transformations map between the same metamodels and also called in-place transformations. 

Similarly exogenous transformation map different metamodels [4].  

 

In addition to language, a distinction can also be made in the level of abstraction between 

vertical and horizontal transformation. Horizontal transformations are expressed between models 

residing at the same abstraction level. Vertical transformations are expressed between models at 

different levels of abstractions. Vertical transformations do not change the level of abstraction 

and horizontal transformation doesn‘t change the level of abstractions.  

 

A technical space is a model management framework consisting of tools, mechanisms, 

techniques, languages and formalisms associated to a particular technology [4].  Examples are: 

XML, GXL, GTXL, MDA, UML, Java, MDA, XSD, business process models 
 

On the other hand, characteristics of a model transformation include the level of automation and 

complexity of the transformation.  

2.4.2 Feature-based Survey and Evaluation of Tools  

 

The Model transformation engineering approach used functional and non functional requirement 

to manage software development. The functional requirement includes design features and 

language paradigm and the non functional requirement includes quality requirements.  

2.4.2.1    Language paradigms and Design features  

 

Model transformation engineering tools language paradigm and design features determine the 

classifications, and success of the target model [3, 4]. Here follows the description of these two 

requirements:  

 

Model transformation approaches are usually done either with model to text or model to model. 

In model transformation engineering we can distinguish model transformations with respect to 

the creation of the target model. That means whether the target is a model or not. In model2 

model paradigm we directly map the target model from each mapped to. On the other hand, in 

model2text paradigm each source element in the source is maps to specific element in the target 

model. Since the text lacks structure, model-to-text transformations are more difficult to analyze. 

(See table 2.1 and 2.2 for a detail description) 

 

 Tool Design Features 

 

Transformation approach design features were presented as a criteria catalogue in the work of 

Huber (2008) [5] as an extension of the Krzyszof Czarwoki and Simon Helsen Classification of 

model transformation approaches [3]. Design features of model transformation approaches are a 

major point of variation that defines taxonomy for model transformation approaches. In this 

section based on [3, 38] and [5] I will only describe the major criterion of the features of model 

transformation. 
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Language Paradigms  Description based on [3], [4] and [5] 

 

Direct Manipulation 

 

 

These approaches offer an internal model representation using general 

purpose programming language and some API (Application 

Programming Languages) as a library to read and write (manipulate) 

model data.  

 

Example of this approach includes: Java and the library Java Metadata 

Interchange (JMI), which provides access to MOF-based models.  

 

 

Imperative/Operational 

These approaches offer a sequential control flow and specify how it has 

to be executed; therefore programmers have control over everything to 

specify it explicitly. The language is similar to popular general purpose 

language in terms of constructs and language concepts.   

 

In practice these languages are very flexible and help to implement 

complex transformations easily. 

  

 

Declarative/Relational   

 

These languages focus on stating the source and target element type. 

The languages specify the constraint between the source and target 

model relation and mapping. These languages support bidirectional and 

programmers usually have no explicit control flow and order.  

 

In practice it is recommended for simple problems because it is not 

suited for complex transformation.  

 

 

 

Declarative/Graph 

transformation based 

approach: Triple Graph 

Grammers 

These approaches operate rules consisting of a Left Hand Side graph 

pattern and a Right Hand Side graph pattern. In these approaches it‘s 

not necessary to have control structure. The approaches are based on 

algebraic graph grammars.  

 

Triple Graph Grammars (TGG) are special type of the approach which 

uses left hand side source graph and right hand side target graph to map 

or trace the correspondence graph.  

 

Declarative and 

Imperative/Hybrid 

 

These approaches combine different techniques from imperative and 

declarative languages. The approaches are sometimes mainly 

imperative and exceptional declarative constructs and sometimes 

mainly declarative and exceptional imperative constructs.  

Paradigms for Model2 

Text : Visitor Based 

These approaches traverse internal structure and it is used for model to 

text transformations.  

 

Paradigms for Model2 

Text :Template Based 

These approaches are mix of target text and metacode. In practice it is 

manipulated by explicit template calls. The approaches using matching 

by Java code or declarative patterns.  

 

Table 2.1: Transformation Language paradigms with its descriptions 
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Design Features  Descriptions based on [3], [4] and [5] 

Transformation Rule  

Sub Parts:  
- Syntactic Separation 

- Multi-directionality 

- Application Condition 

- Intermediate Structures 

- Reflection 

- Aspects 

- Domain 

- Parameterization 
 

Transformation rule is the smallest unit of a transformation with syntactic 

separation. The multi-directionality sub feature usually possible for 

relational approaches and the application condition is executed if 

condition is true. The rule has intermediate structure like traceability links 

and ability to access the transformations from it (reflection). The 

transformation rule uses aspect-oriented programming for cross-cutting 

concerns and domain uses to access information in the models. In 

parameterization – control parameters use values as parameter, generics 

use types as parameter and higher-order rules uses rule as parameter.  

 

Rule Application 

Control 

Sub parts: 
- Form 

- Rule Selection 

- Rule Iteration 

- Phasing 
 

Rule application control uses Forms and rule selection to control where 

rule is applied. In rule iteration operations like recursion, looping and 

fixed point are performed. In a certain phase only certain rules can be 

executed.  

 

Rule Organization 

Sub parts: 
- Modularity 

Mechanisms 

- Reuse Mechanisms 

- Organizational 

Structure 
 

Rule organization composing and structuring rules. In modularity rule 

grouping/packing, reuse mechanism logical composition or extension, and 

structure source oriented or target oriented or independent criteria; the 

rules are organized and performed.  

 

Source Target 

Relationship 

Sub parts: 
- New Target 

- Existing Target 

 

Source-target relationship deals with how target elements are created 

from source elements. New target always creates a new target model; 

existing target manipulate an existing target and update by extending 

manipulate by delete and/or recreated existing target.  
 

Incrementality 

Sub Parts: 
- Target-Incrementality 

- Source-Incrementality 

- Preservation of User 

Edits in the Target 
 

Incrementality is relevant for runtime of the model transformation. In 

target incrementality update of the target is performed without rebuilding 

complete target. In source-incrementality minimizes number of source 

elements that need to be rechecked on an incremental model 

transformation. In preservation of user edits in the target manual additions 

made by the user are preserved even though the code was regenerated.  

 

Directionality 

 

Directionality includes uni-directionality rule which can only be applied 

from source to target; multi-directionality where rule can be applied from 

source to target and from target to source, multi-dimensional mapping 

definition or implementing rules separately.  
 

Tracing Tracing or traceability link shows which concrete source and target 

elements are connected. Tracing can be built-in, or can be implemented 

by the developer. Storage of tracing information can be in source or target 

model or in a separate place. Here control of tracing can be either manual 

or automatic.  

 

Table 2.2: Transformations tool design features and descriptions 
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2.4.2.2    Quality requirement for a transformation language or tool 

 

Transformation quality features determine the quality of the target model. Quality requirements/ 

Non functional requirement/ for transformation language or tools were presented in the work of 

Tom Mens [4] as one of the criteria used to group together model transformation approaches 

satisfying certain criterion. (See table 2.3 for a detail description).  

 

Non Functional 

Requirements  

Descriptions based on [4] 

Usability and 

usefulness  

 

The language or tool should be useful, which means that it has to serve a 

practical purpose. In addition, it has to be usable too, which means that it 

should be intuitive and efficient to use.  

 

Verbosity versus 

conciseness 

Conciseness means that the transformation language should have as few 

syntactic constructs as possible. From a practical point of view, however, this 

often requires more work to specify complex transformations. 

Hence, the language should be more verbose by introducing extra syntactic 

sugar for frequently used syntactic constructs. It is always a difficult task to 

find the right balance between these two conflicting goals. 

 

Scalability 

 

The language or tool should be able to cope with large and complex 

transformations or transformations of large and complex software models. 

 

Mathematical 

property  

 

If the transformation language or tool has a mathematical underpinning, it 

may be possible, under certain circumstances, to prove the theoretical 

properties of the transformation such as termination, soundness, 

completeness, correctness (syntactic and semantic) and some more.   

Acceptability by 

user community 

The best transformation language from a theoretical point of view may not 

necessarily be the best from a pragmatic point of view. For example, if the 

target community is an object-oriented audience, a transformation language 

based on the logic or functional paradigm may not be the best choice. 

 

Standardization 

 

The transformation tool should be compliant to all relevant standards. For 

example, it may need to support XMI for importing or exporting the source or 

target models of a transformation. 

  

Table 2.3: Transformations tool quality requirements 
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Chapter 3 

User’s Guide to Model Transformation 
Evaluation  
 

The user‘s guide to model transformation evaluation is fundamental to help the user to define the 

parameters of an evaluation including the concept to study and method needed to extract relevant 

engineering data. Particularly it can be used by individual software engineers or software and 

system architects who have specific problem to solve and wants to know the general method on 

how to find which tool best suits their needs. Although user‘s requirements on methodological 

issues differ depending on the application domain, the general evaluation process guideline 

intends to show the importance of addressing integration issues in model-driven development. 

Hence, the evaluation process for model transformation is the guideline that model 

transformation users /particularly software and system architects/ refer to in order to evaluate 

different tools.    

 

In this section, the evaluation process was prepared after analyzing the different user‘s model 

transformation problem domains, current model transformation tools approaches and by 

envisioning the future integration state based on the best practices in the area. In the process I 

have observed a gap in the current model transformation engineering approaches including: lack 

of integration, undetermined skill requirements and desired target requirement.  

 

When it comes to integration we have a long way to go. The following process guideline 

depicted in figure 3.1 is developed so as to give direction in solving the undetermined skill and 

desired target need gap to a series of actions or lesson learned to overcome the challenge.  

 

I organize the model driven engineering transformation process in three phases: 

 

Phase 1: Preparation phase include classification of users model transformation problem domain  

Phase 2: Evaluation phase includes evaluations model, a framework for evaluation of model                

transformation engineering.  

Phase 3: Transformation phase includes a complete process data metamodel  

3.1 Preparation Phases 
 

In the preparation phase I identify the preliminary technical review information that needs to be 

in place in order for the evaluation to be effectively implemented. These include prerequisites, 

dependencies and User‘s problem classifications. 

  

The prerequisite and dependencies constitute all the elements that have a direct impact on the 

evaluation of model transformation. As discussed in [4], Prerequisites includes what needs to be 

transformed into what? This question concerns the source and target artifacts of the 

transformation. Dependencies include the standards, skills, and infrastructures required for the 

transformations. In the next section I give more emphasis to User‘s problem classification 

because it is the main aim of this thesis.  

 

As described in [4], the kinds of artifacts being transformed are one of the primary prerequisites 

to identify user‘s domain pattern. There are two major options for the kind of software artifacts 

that are program transformation or model transformation. Here these two options have been 

analyzed to give feedback for the users.  
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Figure3.1: User’s Guide to Model Transformation Evaluation 

 

The major gap I have found in classification of model transformation problems are the design 

space of heterogeneous synchronizations [31], [32] and type of relation between the source and 

target model. In model transformation typical example [33], which shows how model 

transformation can be used, I have found the relation of the source and target models as One to 

One (1-1), One to Many (1-N), Many to One or Many to Many (M-N) relations. Since one to one 

source to target model transformation can be specified by all tools, in this thesis I am intending 

to handle one to one (1-1) model transformation. Sometimes, 1 to N can be handled by iteration. 

In fact, others like 1-N and N-M relations are specified by some tools and hence these concepts 

are out of the scope of this work. The very detail classifications of user‘s model transformation 

problem are discussed in Chapter 4.  

3.2  Selection phase 
 

The evaluation phase is the main part in user‘s guide to model transformation evaluation process. 

The evaluation phase is commonly ongoing throughout the model transformation process. The 

primary purpose of this phase is to ensure that the tool or the approaches selected by the users 

satisfy the required specification of user‘s rating.  

 

Based on the above objective the following evaluation criteria elements are identified for model 

transformations, which composed of three major parts. These are: language paradigm type, 

design feature and quality requirements.  

 

 Part 1: Language Paradigm Types  

 

Language paradigm type, which helps to write out the approach and the functional part of model 

transformation tool, is an approach for any model to model or model to code transformation. In 

practice, it is the main part that is implemented in every tool. The major task includes stating the 

relation or enforcing the target model or code.   
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 Part 2: Design Feature  

 

Design feature, which is a criteria catalogue implemented in a tool and also the functional part of 

model transformation, is a criteria feature of model transformation tools.  

 

 Part 3: Quality Requirement  
 

Quality requirement, which is the non functional part separate from the above functional parts, is 

responsible for tools software quality. In practice, this part is used for evaluating transformation 

language or tools to satisfy a number of non-functional or quality requirements.  

 

3.3 Transformation phase  
 

The transformation phase in model driven engineering highlights how to program the 

transformation. In this section I will first discover the question: Can general programming 

language be applied successfully in model transformation problems? The answer to the above 

question is ―Yes‖. 

 

One of the general language programming in model transformation is component based software 

development [34]. In component based model transformation we collect the user requirements by 

using business concept model and based on the business concept we develop use case 

descriptions. Then continue to component interaction model and interfaces. Then when you want 

to transform the requirement in to code we work with java application, we use JavaBeans 

conventions to generate java class. The development of the transformation is complicated and 

time consuming for domain specific engineers due to the many different forms of UML and 

application design.  

 

The other general programming language is direct manipulation approach which offers an 

internal model representation plus some API to manipulate. In this approach users have to 

implement transformation rules and scheduling mostly from scratch using a programming 

language such as Java. An example of this approach includes Jamada and implementing 

transformation directly against some MOF-compliant API (e.g., JMI). [3] 

 

However, in model transformation engineering the transformation program should be formulated 

in domain specific languages. To this end, it is a question whether using specific one to one 

transformation using a fixed set of rules is much better than the classical general programming 

approach. In this thesis I witnessed that using domain specific languages is better than the 

general programming language approach. Here, interested readers can experiment and analyze 

the result with their own methods or interpretations. In fact, in suing very simple low level 

structural model transformation problems we cannot appreciate the advantage of using model 

transformation from general programming language.  
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Chapter 4 

Preparation Phase: Classifications of Model 
Transformation Problems 
 

In this chapter model transformations problem domains including class models, service models 

and process models are defined and classified based on end users requirements or mental model. 

It is based on the taxonomy of model transformation and reusable design patterns [4, 19] and 

extended into users problem domain pattern classifications based on the analysis of the problem 

the user wants to solve with model transformation.  

4.1 Classifications overview  
 

The user problems domain can be a class model which captures a structure of a system; a service 

model which capture the behavior part of a system or process model which capture a work flow 

process and many more. The Classifications of model transformation help what kind of problem 

people solving using model transformation. In addition what common problem people have and 

what problem the tool solve.  

 

In this section, my research intended to make a classification of model transformation problems. 

We need this classification because there is a potentially infinite numbers of user‘s model 

transformation problems; so that it should be easy for the user to relate the given problem from 

the coarse grained level class. At the implementation domain, design patterns are extremely 

important and more helpful than user‘s subject mental domain. This classification is at user‘s 

domain level and it‘s not at the design level but it will also contribute for transformation design 

catalogue
7
 and design pattern

8
 researches.  

 

In section 4.1.1, the research proposes the main approach for the classification by adopting and 

extending model transformation type and structural changes schemas. This is because the 

classification is aimed at users who, although having knowledge on model transformation 

techniques, do not necessarily have knowledge in model transformation engineering.  

 

4.1.1 Problem classification  
 

Model transformations are mainly used by keeping the metamodel or change in the usage of a 

metamodel, level of abstraction, level of details and structural changes between the source and 

target model. There are a number of ways to classify the problem type of the model 

transformation. In this section as depicted in figure 4.1 below, I provide a classification based on 

two different types:  

 

- Transformation type change 

- Structural change 

 

This classification is based on my observation and experimentation. The approach highlights the 

changes in metamodel, level of abstraction and detail on the one hand and the operational 

structural changes on the other hand.  

 

                                                
7
 Model ware project: http://www.modelware-ist.org/ 

8
 various model transformations that have been defined and used within the A-MUSE project 

https://doc.novay.nl/dsweb/View/Wiki-90/HomePage 
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Figure 4.1: Model Transformation Problems Classification by combining transformation type 

and operational structure change of source and target models.  

 

i. Transformation Type Change  

 

As described in [2], transformation can be classified along two orthogonal dimensions called 

endogenous versus exogenous and horizontal versus vertical.   

 

- Endogenous horizontal: transform source model (s) into target model (s) 

expressed with the same metamodel at the same abstraction level;  

- Endogenous vertical: transform source model (s) into target model (s) 

expressed with the same metamodel at the different abstraction level;  

- Exogenous horizontal transform source model (s) into target model (s) 

expressed with different metamodel at the same abstraction level and  

- Exogenous vertical: transform source model (s) into target model (s) 

expressed with different metamodel at different abstraction level.  

 

An illustration of the two orthogonal dimensions of model transformation type referred here is 

given in table 4.1.  

 

 Endogenous Exogenous 

Horizontal 

 

Endogenous horizontal Exogenous horizontal 

Vertical  Endogenous vertical Exogenous vertical 

Table 4.1:   Four Quadrants of Model Transformation Types 

 

 

In practice, model transformation type change can also change the level of details presented in 

the model. We introduce new details, reduce the amount of details or keep it as it is (unchanged). 

I also noticed that in some cases the level of detail can be changed without changing 

metamodels, or abstraction levels.  

 

ii. Structural Changes  

 

In model transformation engineering, users‘ model transformation problem or systems that can 

be represented by a diagram or graph create the structure of the system. This model 

transformation path can also be specified on a high or low level.  

 

The main focus of this classification is the operational structure change from source to target 

model and how structural change of models might be implemented. The changes about 

Transformation Type 

Change  

Classification 

Operational Structure   

 Changes 

Classification  

Model Transformations 

Problem classifications  
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classifying operation are the syntactic and dynamic view separation. As designed in UML 

superstructure specification [35], we must have a way to combine the syntactic and dynamic 

view of the source and the transformed target model to get our classification across.  

 

In a low level operation for structure the change is not that much significant. However, in high 

level operations for structure the change can be reduce structure /simplify/, introduce structure 

/make more complex/, keep structure and alignment /arrangement/ of metamodel.  

 

In a low level operation for structure we can classify easily, as discussed in [36], how structural 

entities communicate with each other. For example: Class2Class (C2C), Class2Attribute (C2A), 

Class2Relationship (C2R), Attribute2Class (A2C), Attribute2Attribure (A2A), 

Attribure2Relationship (A2R), Relationship2Class (R2C), Relationship2Attribute (R2A) and 

Relationship2Relationship (R2R). However, in a high level operation for structure it is not easy 

to understand how to obtain a more detailed target model, how to abstract form source model and 

the likes. For example: source metamodel is more complex than target metamodel in such cases 

we need to reduce or simplify structure; or source metamodel is less complex than target 

metamodel and we need to introduce structure to make it more complex and many more.  

 

Since it needs further research to define complexity analysis for structures and alignments 

measure in metamodels, I only consider the change in the structure with a possible value ―Yes‖ 

or ―No‖.  The complexity analysis and how to measure alignments are also out of the scope of 

this work. 

 

4.1.2     General classification   
 

This subsection is a summary of our problem classification based and obtained from (i) and (ii) 

above in section 4.1.1. It happens when users want to transform the source model to target 

model within the following one or more of the applicable specifications: 

 

  

- Change of syntax:  

                  Possible values: [Yes | No] 

 

- Change of semantics:  

                  Possible values: [Yes | No] 

 

- Change in the level of Abstraction 

                   Possible values: [Yes | No] 

 

- Change in the level of detail 

                  Possible values: [Yes | No] 

 

- Change in the structure  

                             Possible values: [Yes | No] 

 

Based on this specification my research proposes ―The 4 Dual-R User‘s Problem Domain 

Patterns‖ for classification of user problems in model transformation engineering.  

4.2 The 4 Dual-R User’s Problem Domain patterns  
 

This research take a user centered view of model transformation when working with model 

based and model driven development approaches. The first step is to understand the user‘s 
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problem domain or model transformation problems category, and because there are a potentially 

infinite number of them, problems need to be classified based on their types. Afterwards, I used a 

knowledge discovery
9
 approach to identify patterns and provide recognition in one of the 

classification.  

 

The patterns are identified from end software and system architects or tool developers point of 

views. The goal in this section is to identify the main problem categories and show domain 

pattern based analysis of problem classification, in which the classification composed scenarios 

at the finer grained level.  

 

The 4 dual-R user‘s problem domain patterns refer to: RELATEIN/REFACTOR, 

REFINE/REDUCE, RENDER/RELATEOUT and REMOVE/REBUILD concepts from source 

to target models.  

4.2.1 The RELATEIN/REFACTOR Domain Patterns  

 

The RELATEIN/REFACTOR user‘s domain pattern, which is identified by pattern analysis from 

the knowledge discovery approach, is the first common type of user‘s model transformation 

application problem in model driven and model based development. The two patterns can be 

classified in to two or twin classifications. (See table 4.2 for problem type and specification) 

 

SPECIFICATION RELATEIN REFACTOR Description 

Change of syntax  

 

NO NO The same modeling language  

Change of semantics 

 

NO NO Different metamodel 

Change in the level of 

abstraction  

 

NO NO No change in  abstraction level  

Change in the level of 

detail 

YES/NO YES/NO  In some cases we introduce new details, reduce 

the amount of details or Keep it as it is 

(unchanged). 

Change of structure  NO Yes  In a low level operation structure there is no 

change of structure but in high level operation 

structure REFACTOR pattern has some changes  

Table 4.2: RELATEIN/REFACTOR Problem Type and Specification  

 

 Problem Type and Specification 

 

A user wants to RELATEIN/REFACTOR the source model to a target model with in the given 

specification in table 4.2. That means it happens when users want to transform the source model 

to a target model within the following one or more of the applicable specifications. I use one to 

one concept in source and target model. 

 

 Typical Examples 

 

                                                
9
 Knowledge discovery is a concept of the field of computer science that describes the process of automatically 

searching large volumes of data for patterns that can be considered knowledge about the data. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_discovery 
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This subsection describes the typical examples settings in which the results have been devised. 

The shape language stated in [17] is served as a source and target language in our 

RELATEIN/REFACTOR domain pattern because this language is general purpose and can be 

tailored effectively by extending the language metamodel. The shape language is a simple, 

purely syntactical language that has been defined in order to illustrate the model transformation. 

 

To help understand the examples, assume that the input and output data are shapes from the 

shape language. As described in the A-Muse Model Transformation WIKI [33], the modeling 

language consists of three different shapes with name: Squares, Circles and Triangles. The shape 

language also consists of a grouping concept called block to express hierarchy. A block may 

contain simple shapes and other blocks. To express relation between simple shapes and blocks 

there is an Arrow concept. The shape language is more suitable for model to model 

transformation; the real time applicability is also used when necessary [37]. The metamodel for 

both the shape and the applicability examples are attached in the Annex.  

 

As depicted in figure 4.2, the example describes RELATEIN/REFACTOR transformations that 

have been defined above as the most common user‘s domain pattern.  

 

The principle and goals: Let MMShape be the shape metamodel‘s name and Modelelement 

have a Circle, Triangle and Square simple shapes connected via an arrow (Modelelement). In 

this user‘s domain patter transformation, I want the square simple shape (of type 

MMShape!Modelelemement) to be transformed in to the triangle shape of (of type 

MMShape!Modelelemement). The figure below instantiates an example: the source model 

elements represented by Source model (S), contains simple Square-Circle-Square shape 

connected via an Arrow from shape language that is used for explain the given source model. 

Then, the target model elements are represented by Target model (T) contains also simple 

Triangle-Circle-Triangle shape connected via an Arrow from shape language that is used to 

explain the target model.  

 

The goal of the above examples is to illustrate a relationship transformation between elements 

from the source model elements to target model of the same Shape Metamodel and change in 

the shape of Modelelement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

     Source model (represented by S)           Target model (represented by T) 

 

Figure 4.2:  RELATEIN/REFACTOR Domain Pattern Example- it shows that a square-circle-

square source model can be transformed in to triangle-circle-triangle target model or vice versa.    

 

 

The main motivation behind such kind of transformation is that when source and target models 

use the same language or syntax and want for optimization and refactoring of different kind of 

model transformation problems. The abstract specifications of the patterns are given below (See 

Listing 4.1): 
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Listing 4.1: Rule specification for RELATEIN/REFACTOR 

1  module Square2Triangle; 

2  create Triangle : MMShape from Square : MMShape; 

3   

4  -- Here we can show “Uses” to define Lib4MMShape and “Helper” isSquare () 

to check the shape of the source ModelElement;  

5  rule ShapeSquare2ShapeCircle {  

6   from  -- should be unique 

7    S : MMShape!Square (S.isSquare())  

8   to 

9    T : MMShape!Triangle ( 

10  If (not isSquare ()) 
11    Shape <- S.Shape 

12  else 
13    Shape <- Triangle 

14  ) 
15  } 

 

 Applicability 

 

The RELATEIN/REFACTOR patterns can be used for optimizing designs and a model refactoring 

sometimes is used to improve understandability. In practice, refactoring actually changes the 

model structure and sometimes, even simply changes the layout of a diagram that visually 

represents a model. Here, users are recommended to read the book called Refactoring by Martin 

Fowler [38].  

 

Here follows the two problems for analysis: The first problem is when a user wants to merge 

state in state machine diagram that is to improve a model (Model refactoring) for a state machine 

diagram [38]. (See figure 4.3) 

           
Figure 4.3: Merge States example from [38], which merges requested and retrieved method of a 

state machine diagram to verifying method.     

 

The second problem is when a user wants analysis of real-time control systems using AIDA 

toolset
10

 taken from Co-design of Control systems and their implementation survey report. An 

AIDA tool input a simulink diagram of control system and analyzes bounds on the worst- and 

best-case response time of each function. (See Figure 4.4) 

                                                
10

 Redell et at., 2004 
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Figure 4.4: Architectural overview of the AIDA toolset [24], which import and export from 

Matlab/Simulink to Aidasign modeling environment using endogenous horizontal kind of model 

transformation.   

4.2.2 The REFINE/REDUCE Domain Patterns 

 

The REFINE/REDUCE user‘s domain patterns are the second model transformation problems in 

model driven and model based development. Users want to reduce /abstract/ or refine the source 

model to another target model within different level of abstraction. Here I classified the two or 

twin dual patterns based on change on the level of abstraction. (See table 4.2 for problem type 

and specifications).   

 

SPECIFICATION REFINE REDUCE  Description 

Change of syntax  NO NO The same modeling language 

Change of semantics NO NO The same metamodel 

Change in the level of 

abstraction  

YES YES Different level of abstractions 

Change in the level of detail YES/NO YES/NO In some cases we introduce new 

details, reduce the amount of details 

or Keep it as it is (unchanged). 

 

Change of structure  

 

 

YES 

 

YES 

There is change of structure   

Table 4.2: REFINE/REDUCE Problem Type and Specifications 

 

 

 Problem Type and Specification  

 

A user wants to REFINE/REDUCE the source model to target model with in the given 

specification (See table 4.2). Here, transformation is called first refinement - when we do 

refining the amount of details to low level data structure /downward transformation/ and 

reduce/abstraction - when we do reducing the amount of detail to higher level of abstraction 

/upward transformation/. Hence, it happens when users want to transform the source model to 

target model within the following one or more of the applicable specifications: 

 

 Typical Examples  
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As depicted in figure 4.5, the example describes Reduce/Abstraction or Refinement 

transformations that have been defined above as common user‘s model transformation 

application problem pattern. Here, I also use the shape language stated in [17] served as a source 

and target language in our domain pattern.  

 

The principle and goals: Let MMShape be the shape metamodel‘s name and Modelelement 

have a Circle, Triangle and Square simple shapes connected via an arrow (Modelelement). 

Furthermore, the shape language contains a grouping concept called Block, which contains 

simple shapes and other Blocks. In this user‘s domain patter transformation, I want the Arrow 

simple shape (of type MMShape!Modelelemement) to be transformed in to Block (Arrow-

Square-Arrow) shape of (of type MMShape!Block). Figure 4.5 below instantiates an example: 

The source model elements represented by Source model (S), contains simple two Squares shape 

connected via an Arrow from shape language that is used for explain the given source model. 

Then, the target model elements are represented by Target model (T) contains three squares 

shapes connected via an Arrow from shape language that is used to explain the target model.  

 

On the other hand the reverse transformation shows reduce /Abstraction/ of a block with Arrow-

Square-Arrow combination to a single Arrow.  

 

The goal of the above examples is to illustrate a refinement transformation between elements 

from the source model to elements to target model of the same Shape Metamodel and change in 

the number of Modelelement. That means, there is some change in the level of abstraction /more 

refined/.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source Model (represented by S)                                Target Model (represented by T) 

 

 

Figure4.5: REFINE/REDUCE Domain Pattern Example- it shows that two squares connected by 

an arrow source models can be transformed into three or more squares connected by arrow as a 

target model and vice versa.   

 

 

The main motivation behind such kind of transformation is that when source and target models 

use the same language or syntax and want for change on the amount of details of data structure. 

The abstract specifications of the patterns are given below (see Listing 4.2)  

 

 Applicability  

 

Here follows the two problems for analysis: The first problem depicted in figure 4.6 is when UML 

class diagram that leaves the methods and attributes unspecified can be refined to class diagrams 

that do specify methods and attributes. 

 

 

 

S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 
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Listing 4.2: Rule specification for REFINE/REDUCE  

1  module Square2Triangle; 

2  create Block : MMShape from Square : MMShape; 

3  -- Here we can show “Uses” to define Lib4MMShape and “Helper” isSquare () 

to check the shape of the source ModelElement;  

4  rule ShapeSquare2ShapeCircle {  

5   from  -- should be unique 

6    S : MMShape!Square (S.isSquare())  

7   to 

8    T : MMShape!Triangle ( 

9  If (not isSquare ()) 

10    Shape <- S.Shape 

11  else 
12    Shape <- Triangle 

13  ) 
14  } 
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Figure 4.6: MDA example PIM
11

 to PSM
12

 

The second problem depicted in figure 4.7 is when a user wants to refine a high level design to 

low level design in a V-Shape software development method.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.7: V shape model
13

  

                                                
11

 PIM - Platform Independent Model  
12

 PSM - Platform Specific Model  
13

 V-Shaped lifecycle model [http://www.softdevteam.com/V-shaped-lifecycle.asp] 
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4.2.3 The RENDER/RELATEOUT Domain Patterns  

 

In RENDER domain patterns the metamodels are from different modeling languages on the other 

hand, in the case of RELATEOUT domain pattern even if the metamodel of the source model is 

different from the target model, the two metamodels are from the same modeling language.  

 

For example: In the case of RELATEOUT domain  patterns, a system diagram specified by UML 

class diagram can be transformed into UML activity diagram, which have change of metamodel 

but the modeling language /UML/ is the same. In such cases, it is so easy to compare the 

metamodels using metametamodel. In such cases we easily get semantic perseverance
14

 

(conformance).  

 

On the other hand in the case of RENDER domain patterns, a system diagram specified by UML 

class diagram can be transformed to Petri Nets
15

 dynamic diagram, which have a change of 

metamodel and the modeling language is also changed from UML to Petri Nets. In such cases, it 

is not easy to compare the two metamodels and users are recommended to check the semantic 

conformance. 

  

 Problem Type and Specification  

 

A user wants to RENDER/RELATEOUT the source model to target model with in the given 

specification. Here, I transform one to one concept in source and target model but with different 

syntax and semantics. It happens when users want to transform the source model to target model 

within the following one or more of the applicable specifications: (see table 4.3 for problem type 

and specifications) 

 

 

 RENDER RELATEOUT Description  

Change of syntax  

 

YES YES In RENDER pattern the language is different 

and in RELATEOUT pattern the language is 

the same.  Change of semantics YES YES 

Change in the level of 

abstraction  

NO NO No change in  abstraction level  

Change in the level of detail YES/NO YES/NO In some cases we introduce new details, 

reduce the amount of details or Keep it as it 

is (unchanged). 

Change of structure  

 

YES/NO YES/NO There is change of structure   

 

 Table 4.3: RENDER/RELATEOUT Problem Type and Specifications  

 

 

 Example  

 

This subsection also describes the typical examples settings in which our results have been 

devised. The shape language stated in [17] and the simplified UML languages [35] are served as 

a source and target language in our problem patterns. The shape language is a simple, purely 

                                                
14

 Semantic perseverance is a rule for prolog.  
15

 Petri Nets is a system state modeling.  
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syntactical language that has been defined in order to illustrate the model transformation and the 

UML is widely used and general-purposed. Therefore, users are encouraged to tailor UML to 

their own needs by effectively extending the languages metamodel in some way 
 

I also provide an example based on shape language [37] and UML language because these two 

languages are general purposed and can be tailored effectively by extending the language 

metamodel in some way. Furthermore, it‘s applicability in the real model transformation world 

 

As depicted in figure 4.8, RENDER/RELATEOUT is one of the transformations that have been 

defined above as the most common user‘s model transformation application problem pattern.  

 

The principle and goals: Let MMShape be the shape metamodel‘s name and Modelelement 

have a Circle, Triangle and Square simple shapes connected via an arrow (Modelelement). On 

the other hand let MMSimpleUML be the UML Class diagram metamodel‘s.  

 

In this user‘s domain patter transformation, I want two circles connected via an arrow (of type 

MMShape!Modelelemement) to be transformed in to class diagram with two classes and 

relationship shown by arrow (of type MMSimpleUML!Class). The figure instantiates an 

example: the source model elements represented by Source model (S), contains simple two 

circles shape connected via an Arrow from shape language that is used for explain the given 

source model. Then, the target model elements are represented by Target model (T), contains 

two class diagrams related by an arrow from Simple UML Class diagram language that is used to 

explain the target model.  

 

Here I noted that, in RENDER the metamodel and the language /Semantics/ are from different 

modeling language and on the other hand in RELATEOUT the metamodels are different but 

within the same modeling language.  

 

The goal of the above examples is to illustrate a relationship transformation between elements 

from the source model to elements to target model of different Metamodels /MMShape and 

MMSimpleUML/. That means, there is change in metamodel but within the same level of 

abstraction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Source Model (represented by S)                            Target Model (represented by T) 

 

 

Figure 4.8: RENDER/RELATEOUT Domain Patterns Example- it shows that two squares 

connected by arrow from shape source models can be transformed in to two classes associated to 

each other as a target model and vice versa.  

 

The main motivation behind such kind of transformation is that when source and target models 

use different language or syntax and want for creating a relationship between the two models. 

The abstract specifications of the patterns are given below (see Listings 4.2)  

C1 C2 
C1 C2 
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Listing 4.3: Rule specification for RENDER/RELATEOUT 

1  module Circle2Class; 

2  create Class : MMSimpleUML from Circle : MMShape; 

3  -- Here we can show “Uses” to define Lib4MMShape and “Helper” ……… . . . .;  

4  rule ShapeCircle2SimpleUMLClass {  

5   from   

6    S : MMShape!Circle   

7   to 

8    T : MMSimpleUML!Class ( 

9    name <-S.name 

10  ) 
11  } 

 

 Applicability  

 

Here follows the two problems for analysis: The first problem depicted in figure 4.9 is the 

generation of a state chart diagram
16

 from an activity diagram
17

. /from UML activity diagram  to 

Petri Nets diagram/. Relate source model to target model in a one to one in different syntax and 

the same level of abstraction.  Particularly, we have change of metamodel (from UML to Petri 

Nets), without change in abstraction level, detail and keep the structure 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Generation of state chart diagram from activity diagram 

The second problem depicted in Figure 4.10 is when a customer put an order in a system. The 

generation of UML dynamic diagram from UML structure diagram. In such cases we relate 

source and target model in different metamodel but with the same level of abstraction. The 

change of metamodel is from UML class diagram to UML activity diagram.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.10: Generation of UML activity diagram from UML class diagram 

4.2.4   The REMOVE/REBUILD Domain Patterns  

 

                                                
16 A State chart diagram is visual specification language which is very useful for specifying reactive system. 

Szczecin, 1999  

17 Activity diagrams are diagram technique showing workflows of stepwise activities and actions, with support for 

choice, iteration and concurrency, Glossary of Key Terms at McGraw-hill.com.  

Customer checked Order received  

Start check order 
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                Start check order  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Structure diagram 

Custome

r 

Order  

Dynamic diagram 

Customer checked Order received  

Start check order 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diagram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Workflow
http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0077110005/student_view0/glossary.html
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The REMOVE/REBUILD domain patters are the fourth common and useful model transformation 

problems in model driven and model based development. It happens when users want to remove 

or rebuild the source model to another target model within different level of abstraction. Here I 

classified the two dual patterns based on change on the level of abstraction, detail and   

semantics.   

 

 Problem Type and Specification  

 

A user wants to Remove/Rebuild the source model to target model with in the given 

specification. Here, transformation is called first Remove - when we remove the structure from 

low level of detail to implementation /code/ called downward transformation and when we do 

rebuild the structure from code called Reengineering. It happens when users want to transform 

the source model to target model within the following one or more of the applicable 

specifications (See table 4.4): 

 

Table 4.4: REMOVE/REBUILD Problem Type and Specifications 

 

 Typical Example  
 

As presented in [39] and depicted in figure 4.11, the example describes where a tree is 

transformed into a list that has been defined above as common user‘s model transformation 

domain pattern. The Tree metamodel represents a tree whose elements have a name and nodes‘ 

leaves can be of small, medium or big size. The root element should be a node. The list 

metamodel represents an ordered list of elements, each element having a name. The root element 

should be a RootElement. As depicted below the nodes‘ names are represented by an integer and 

the tree root is named ―0‖.  

 
 

Figure 4.11:  Tree2List Big Picture [52] 

As instantiated above: in the representative transformation example we want to transform: 

SPECIFICATION REMOVE REBUILD Description 
Change of syntax  NO YES The same modeling language 

Change of semantics YES YES Different metamodel 

Change in the level of 

abstraction  

YES YES Change in Vertical abstraction  level 

Change in the level of detail YES/NO YES/NO In some cases we introduce new details, 

reduce the amount of details or keep it as 

it is (unchanged). 

 

Change of structure  

 

 

YES/NO 

 

YES/NO 

There is a change in structure.  
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 the tree root (of type MMTree!Node) to be transformed into the Element list ―root‖ 

(of type MMTree!Leaf elementList!RootElemenet) 

 a MMTree!Leaf element should be transformed into an 

MMElementlist!CommonElement element 

 the root element‘s elements reference should contain an ordered set composed of the 

―transformed equivalent‖ of the leaves such as: 

o all big sized leaves comes first (in the tree‘s DFS
18

 order) 

o then all medium sized leaves (still in the tree‘s DFS order) 

o then the small sized one (still in the tree‘s DFS order)  

The abstract specifications of the patterns are given below (See Listing 4.4): 

Listing 4.4: Rule specification for REMOVE/REBUILD 

1  module Tree2List; 

2  create elmList : MMElementList from aTree : MMTree; 

3  uses Lib4MMTree; 

4  rule TreeNodeRoot2RootElement {  

5   from  -- should be unique 

6    rt : MMTree!Node (rt.isTreeNodeRoot())  

7   to 

8    lstRt : MMElementList!RootElement ( 

9     name <- rt.name, 

10     elements <- elmLst 

11    ), 

12    elmLst : distinct MMElementList!CommonElement foreach(leaf in 

rt.getLeavesInOrder())( 

13     name <- leaf.name 

14    ) 

15  } 

 

 Applicability  

 

The problem depicted in figure 4.12 is the generation of a java code from a state machine alarm 

diagram. This can be a typical application for Remove domain pattern.  

 

 

   

  
                              Activate                                 movement  

   
  

                             Deactivate                               reset 
 
                   movement                                                                              movement  
 

 

Figure 4.12: Generation of Java code from state machine diagram
19

  

 

                                                
18

 DFS - Depth First Traversal algorithm of ATL transformation. 
19

 State machine diagram of the Alarm capsule is extracted from Real Time Systems Application.  

Activated Deactivated Alerting 

Java code 

 
- Code for Alerting 

- Code for movement 

- code for reset 
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4.3 Summary of model transformation problem 
classifications 

 

I realized that model transformation problems can be classified in a lot of different ways. As 

depicted in table 4.5, model transformation user problems are grouped into four coarse grained 

classifications; Endogenous/Exogenous horizontal and  Endogenous/Exogenous vertical  for 

Model Quality improvement, Refinement, Language translation and Code generation /model 

synthesis/ and some more discussed in [4].   

 

Table 4.5:  Quadrants of Model Transformation problem, which explains the main classification 

of model transformation problems and the 4 dual-R problem domain patterns 

 
 
 

 
 
 
                                                
20

 Endogenous horizontal transform source model (s) into target model (s) expressed with the same Meta model at 

the same abstraction level [1]. 
21

 Endogenous vertical transform source model (s) into target model (s) expressed with the same meta model at 

different level of abstraction [1]. 
22

 Exogenous horizontal transform source model (s) into target model (s) expressed with different Meta model at the 

same abstraction level [1]. 
23

 Exogenous vertical transform source model (s) into target model (s) expressed with different Meta model at 

different abstraction level [1].  

Classifications 

Type 

4 dual-R Problem 

Domain pattern   

Transformation Descriptions and Scenarios  

Endogenous 

horizontal
20

  
RELATEIN and  

REFACTOR   

Map between the same metamodel, at the same level of 

abstraction  keep/reduce/introduce the amount of detail  

Examples: 

- Model Quality improvement: optimization, refactoring or co-

evolutions.  

  

 

Endogenous 

vertical
21

   
REFINE and  

REDUCE    

Map between the same metamodel, at different level of 

abstraction  

Examples: 

- Model Abstraction and Refinement: simulation, simplification 

and normalization or component adaption. 

 

 

Exogenous 

horizontal
22

   

 

 

RENDER and  

RELATE OUT 

Map between different metamodel, at the same level of 

abstraction  and keep/reduce/introduce the amount of detail  

Examples: 

- Language translation: language migration, model checking or 

model analysis. 

 

 

Exogenous 

vertical
23

   
REMOVE and  

REBUILD    

Map between different metamodel, at different level of 

abstraction and keep/reduce/introduce the amount of detail  

Examples: 

- Code generation, model synthesis: model synthesis, code 

generation or reverse engineering. 
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Chapter 5 

Selection Phase: An Evaluation Criteria for 
Evaluations of Problem Domain Patterns  
 

In this chapter, the results of users‘ problem domain patterns documented in chapter 4 and 

evaluation parts identified from [3], [4] and [5] are documented and discussed.  

5.1 Selection Phase Overview  

 

In the Selection sub process, I create some general evaluation criteria on how to evaluate model 

transformation approaches. This consists of three evaluation parts, which are model 

transformation approaches/languages
24

, design features
25

 and software product quality
26

 

requirements.  

 

The language paradigms and design features requirements were presented in [3, 5] as functional 

evaluation criteria to evaluate model transformation approaches (tools or techniques). The 

quality requirements for transformation language or were presented in the work of Tom Mens [4] 

as one of the non functional quality criteria used to group together model transformation 

approaches satisfying certain criteria. Hence part I and II concerns the functional criteria 

(transformation approaches/languages and design features), whereas part III concerns non 

functional (transformation language quality) criteria.  

 

5.1.1 Transformation Approaches /Language Paradigm Part  
 

The transformation language type part, which targets the language paradigm type for the 

evaluations of model transformation approaches, is implemented in the model transformation 

tool and supports the model transformation engineering evaluation. (See figure 5.1) 

 

 
Figure 5.1:  Transformation Language Paradigm Part  

                                                
24

 Transformation approaches for major categories between model to code and model to model transformation 

approaches [3]. 
25

 Design features as a result of applying domain analysis to existing model transformation approaches [3]  
26

 Quality in use requirements for a transformation language or tool [4]  

Formalism 

Transformation 
language 
paradigm 

Transformation 
tool 

Support 

Implemented 

The concept of how to define 
model 

Helps to write out the 
approach 

The implementation tool 
needs transformation 

languages 
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In the evaluation of users‘ model transformation problem against model transformation 

languages, factors consider to decide a transformation language is the structure of the 

metamodel. The transformation problems metamodel can be similar, small difference or 

different.  

  

5.1.2 Design Features Part  
 

The transformation language design features, which aim at the criteria catalogue of model 

transformations language features described in [30], is also implemented in model 

transformation tool and supports the model transformation engineering evaluation. (See figure 

5.2) 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2:  Design Feature in Transformation Tool  

In the evaluation of users‘ model transformation problem against model transformation design 

features, a factor to consider in deciding a transformation language is the transformation 

approach or language. The transformation language can be declarative, imperative or hybrid.   

 

5.1.3 Quality Requirements  
 

The Quality requirements, which targets the quality in use of model transformation tools 

described in [4], is also support the model transformation engineering evaluation. A 

transformation language or tool should also satisfy a number of non-functional or quality in use 

requirements. The transformation tool can also be evaluated against the software quality 

requirements.  

5.2 Evaluation Criteria - Users Problem Domain Patterns 
and Evaluation Parts   

 

In this section, the user‘s model transformation problem classifications which have been 

discussed in chapter 4 are evaluated against the general evaluation model discussed in 5.1. As 

discussed in chapter 4, the user‘s model transformation problems types of classes are: 

 

- RELATEIN/RELATEOUT (Endogenous Horizontal),  

- REFINE/REDUCE (Endogenous Vertical) 

- RENDER/RELATEOUT (Exogenous horizontal)  and  

- REMOVE/REBUILD (Exogenous vertical) 

 

Design Features 

Transformation tool 

Implemented  

Criteria catalogue of aims 

The implementation tools 
n e e d  d e s i g n  f e a t u r e s 
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These classes can be evaluated against language paradigms, design features, and quality 

requirements and here follows the presentation of the evaluation model parts: 

- Language type part 

- Design Features  

- Quality Requirements  

 

5.2.1 The Language Type Part  
 

The language type/approach is one of the main parts to consider in the evaluation of model 

transformation engineering.  

 

A. Motivation 

 

Transformation language as a term in model transformation has been used differently to refer to 

different concepts. However, we consider transformation language here as an approach for 

transforming some source model to the required target model by using metamodeling. In fact, 

there is no clear frontrunner between the different transformation languages but based on the 

user‘s requirement of the transformation task, we choose a model transformation language for a 

specific model transformation problem. For this purpose I designed a rating system that helped 

us to choose language for each user‘s model transformation problem class.   

 

B. Factors to consider  

 

A language type evaluation rating is designated to classify model transformation languages with 

regard to the user‘s model transformation problem domain in terms of the following three main 

factors:   

Factors to consider in evaluating the model transformation language types against the model to 

model and model to text languages are: 

 

i. The structure of the meta model (similar, small difference, 

different) 

ii. The level of abstraction (change in level of abstraction or no 

change) 

iii. The level of detail (change in the level of detail or no change) 

 

The model transformation language type rating depicted in table 5.1 is designed to help users, 

who have a model transformation problem in hand to decide which model transformation 

language is suitable for their model transformation problem. In practice, a model transformation 

can be written using different language and the effectiveness of this rating system is widely 

tested by observation of different mode transformation examples by the empirical research work. 

To this end, there are different influences of factors within the main factor, in such specific 

cases, model transformation users can decide different ratings based on their problem. 

 

C. Language type rating 
 

Rating  Caption  Description 

A Applicable  Recommended for the users model transformation problem 

PA Partially 

Applicable 

Partially recommended for the users model transform problem 

NA Not Applicable Not recommended for the users model transformation problem 

Table 5.1: Language Type Rating  
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D. Language Type against User’s domain pattern Analysis 

 

The ―analysis‖ on model transformation language type against users‘ domain pattern refers to 

making choices for different language paradigms in order to select tools based on the language. 

As described in chapter 2 of this thesis, language paradigms are main points to consider in 

selecting model transformation tools. The analysis can be based on different theories in the area 

and experimental practices.  

 

 RELATEIN/REFACTOR Domain Patterns 
 

RELATEIN/REFACTOR domain patterns are endogenous horizontal transformations, which are 

based on classification discussed and presented in chapter 4. In such kind of transformation the 

structure of the metamodel is similar and it is also at the same level of abstraction but the 

transformation level of details can be changed without changing metamodels, or abstraction 

levels.  That means the transformation from the source model can change the amount of details, 

which can be introduce new details, reduce the amount of detail or keep it as it is, to the target 

model. In the transformation the level of detail can be changed without changing metamodels, or 

abstraction levels.  

In such cases the source model diagram instantiate a metamodel and the structure of the source 

and target metamodels are similar. Due to the strong need of metamodel compliance between the 

source and target model the rules are easy and simple to specify. As discussed in chapter 2 of this 

thesis declarative languages are good for simple transformations and require less code.  

 

Among the declarative languages we use declarative relational if we need multi-directionality in 

the transformation. Since, endogenous horizontal transformation doesn't require multi-

directionality we can also choose special declarative language like graph transformation. 

Similarly, depending on the context and type of model it is important to choose the kind of 

declarative approaches.  

 

Best practices of RELATEIN/REFACTOR model transformation are for optimization, tuning 

and debugging. Declaratives languages are also advantageous for such kinds of model 

transformation.  

 

 REFINE/REDUCE Domain Patterns 

 

REFINE/REDUCE domain patterns are endogenous vertical transformations, which are based on 

classification discussed and presented in chapter 4. In such kind of transformation the structure 

of the metamodel is also similar but there are changes in the level of abstraction and details. 

 

The software models in OMG 4 levels of modeling architecture platform, at the model level, can 

be one of a good examples in REFINE/REDUCE domain patterns.  In OMG architecture 

approaches, models can be refined to a higher level of abstraction (upward physical level) or at 

lower level of data structure detail (downward physical level) at M1 layer or model level. 

Similarly in the V shaped
27

 life cycle model, high level design can be refined to low level design 

to facilitate implementations.  

 

In such cases a uniform representations of the structure of the source model and metamodel with 

a set of structural transformation rules is important. In addition, a high performance 

transformation supporting incremental transformations is also important. Due to the need of the 

same metamodel structure between the source and target model rewrite rule based approaches 

                                                
27

 The V-model is a software development process extension of waterfall model. The process steps are moving 

downward and bent upward to form the V shape.   
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are suitable and the strong need of different level of abstraction between the source and target 

model also requires some high performance operational transformation. Hence, as discussed in 

chapter 2 of this thesis hybrid language are good to assemble or compute the amount of detail to 

a higher or lower level of abstraction between the source and target models upon transformation. 

Similarly, depending on the context and type of model we can choose declaratives graph 

transformation approaches for such kind of transformation but due to its nature it might require 

more work or coding.  

 

Best practices of REFINE/REDUCE model transformations are for complex transformation that 

need to look some elements of the source model in the target model that have already been 

created by the transformation.  

 

 RENDER/RELATEOUT Domain Patterns 

 

RENDER/RELATEOUT domain patterns are exogenous horizontal transformations, which are 

based on classification discussed and presented in chapter 4. In such kind of transformation the 

structure of the metamodel is different but it is at the same level of abstraction. The amount of 

details presented in the source model can also be changed in the target model. That means 

transformations can introduce new details, reduce the amount of detail or keep it as it is, in the 

target model.  

 

 In such cases the structure of the source and target metamodel are different and preservation of 

metamodel conformance is extremely important. To create a relationship between the two 

different metamodel the declarative rules are very important. In addition to specify the 

transformation between the source and target metamodels we need a high performance 

transformation engine which requires operational rules. Hence, hybrid transformation approaches 

are good to assemble such kind of relation and compute some detail changes. Depending on the 

context and type of model we can chose declarative relational approaches for such kind of 

transformations.  

 

Best practices of RENDER/RELATEOUT model transformation is language migration. In such 

scenarios multi-directionality is important.  

 

 REMOVE/REBUILD Domain Patterns 

 

REMOVE/REBUILD domain patterns are exogenous vertical transformations, which are based 

on classification discussed and presented in chapter 4. In such kind of transformation, the 

structure of the metamodel is different and it is also at a different level of abstraction.   

In such cases the source model diagram instantiate a metamodel and the structure of the target 

metamodels is different. Due to the strong need of metamodel compliance between models 

(source and target model) and we need a change in the level of abstraction, the rules are not easy 

and simple to specify. As discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis imperative approach is applicable 

for such kind of complex transformation because the approach offers more powerful features.  

However, it requires more code to achieve the transformation.  

 

One of the best typical exogenous vertical transformation examples of such kind is when a model 

conforming to one metamodel is converted to the metamodel of the programming language for 

code generation.  In particular, for example, a conversion from a UML class diagram to a code 

skeleton in C or C#. Note that rebuild or reverse engineering is opposite to rebuild or code 

generation.  

 

E. Language type evaluation  
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RELATEIN/REFACTOR PA NA    A PA A  

  - 

 

  - 

REFINE/REDUCE PA 

 

PA PA A A  

- 

 

- 

RENDER/RELATEOUT PA 

 

NA A A PA  

- 

 

- 

REMOVE/REBUILD PA A NA A NA 

 

A A 

Table 5.2: Language Type Evaluation (Where A: Applicable, PA: Partially Applicable and NA: 

Not Applicable)  

5.2.2 Design Features 
 

The design features, which depend on the transformation approaches/languages, are the second 

part to consider in the evaluation of model transformation engineering.  

 

A. Motivation  

 

According to K. Czarnecki and S. Helsen in [3], [38], they propose a feature model classification 

that makes explicit the different design choices for model transformations to specifying 

transformations among models. In addition, they propose major categories in which most 

transformation approaches fit.  

 

The following evaluation of the user‘s model transformation problem classification against the 

design features is based on design features of model transformation approaches presented in [3] 

and the extension of existing approaches on criteria catalogue in [5] 

 

Although all the design features in model transformation have been identified as important 

features, it should be possible to rate as depicted in table 5.3. The rating of the design features 

are based on the model transformation problem requirement in terms of their desirable or not 

desirable features in generating the target model. For example, in the bi-directionality feature, a 

transformation shall be applied not only from the source to the target, but also from back from 

target to source, according to [7] bi-directionality is a rather low priority feature. Why? 

Sometimes there is information in the source model (for example: navigation arrow) that is not 

mapped to the target model (e.g. relational database schema). The expressive power of PIM and 

PSM are not identical, since PIM is on a higher abstraction level. Traceability feature - if a 

change in the target model (PSM) affects the source model (PIM), the tool should warn the 

developer, or suggest changes in the PIM, and/or do the changes automatically 
 

B. Factors to consider  
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Factors to consider in evaluating the model transformation design feature against the criteria 

catalogue are: 

i. The transformation approach/language type 

ii. The operational structure change  

 

Criteria catalogue to consider in evaluating the design features against the users model 

transformation problem classifications discussed in chapter [4] are: 
 

- Transformation Rules which consists of syntactic separation, multi-directionality, 

application condition, intermediate structure, reflection, Aspects Domain and 

parameterizations 

- Rule Application Control and organization which consist of : Form, Rule 

selection, Rule iteration, Phasing, Modular mechanism, reuse mechanism and 

organizational structure 

- Source Target relationship, incremental consistency, directionality and Tracing 

which consists of: New target, Existing target, Target-incrementality, source-

incrementality and preservation of user edits in the target 
 

In Principle, evaluating every design feature against the user‘s model transformation problems 

classed is important. At the same time it is important to test each case and method against the 

evaluation. Unfortunately to design a test case classed per feature is out of the scope of this 

thesis. Here, I only rate the design features as a recommendation for model transformation tool 

users by only studying the theory and observation of common model transformation examples. 

 

C. Design feature Choices rating  

 

The design feature choices for model transformation helps to select the desirable feature for the 

user‘s model transformation problem.  

 

 

Rating  Caption  Description 

D Desirable  It is a Highly desirable feature  for the user‘s model 

transformation problem 

LD Low Desirable It‘s a Low desirable feature  for the user‘s  model 

transformation problem 

ND Not Desirable  It is not a desirable feature for the user‘s model 

transformation problem 

Table 5.3: Design Features Rating   

 

 

D. Design Features against Problem Domain Patterns  Analysis  

 

The ―analysis‖ in design features against the user‘s domain patterns refers to making choices for 

different design features or alternatives in order to provide feedback for the users in evaluating 

model transformation tools. As described in chapter 2 and section 5.2.1 the above top design 

features are the second helpful parts in the evaluation of model transformation tools. The 

evaluation result is based on observation and experience to rapidly come to a solution.  The 

desirable design features check list and results of different users‘ domain patterns are discussed 

in the following paragraphs are:  the appropriate clear separation of source-target models with 
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application condition; the consistence and standard domain languages; the user control of rules 

and alternatives means built by the transformation languages.  For a very detailed evaluation /See 

table 5.4 and 5.5 / 

 

 RELATEIN/REFACTOR Domain Patterns are endogenous horizontal transformation and 

recommended to use declarative model transformation language. In the analysis of model 

transformation design features choices against user model transformation classes, the results of 

the top desirable features for this domain pattern are important. First the appropriate clear 

separation of source-target models with the application condition is important because it allows 

the user to get the appropriate feedback of the transformation. For example ―left and right hand 

side of a rule‖ separates the parts of a rule of some declarative approaches, which is desirable in 

REMOVE/REBUILD domain patterns. Here, the desirable design features includes rewrite 

transformation rule, clear distinction between models and conditioned attached to rules. While 

transformation rule as procedure and unclear distinction between models are less desirable or not 

desirable features.  

 

The consistence and standard domain language allows the user to use the conventional language 

paradigm support. These include the domain language and detailed body features with 

parameterizations.  

 

Finally, user control of rules and alternatives means of transformation built by the model 

transformation language is important because it allows in order to facilitating the transformation. 

These design features include the traceability link, Reflection, aspect oriented concept, 

unidirectional approach, target incremental ways, rule application strategy, rule application 

schedule and source-target relationship. While the multi-directionality and preservation of user 

edit in the target are less desirable for such endogenous horizontal transformations.  

 

REFINE/REDUCE domain patterns are endogenous vertical transformation and recommended to 

use hybrid model transformation language. In the analysis of model transformation design 

features choices against user model transformation classes, the results of the top desirable 

features for this domain pattern are similar to the REMOVE/REBUILD domain patterns while the 

multi-directionality and extensibility are the only difference between them.  

 

RENDER/RELATEOUT Domain Patterns are exogenous horizontal transformation and 

recommended to use hybrid model transformation languages. In the analysis of model 

transformation design features choices against user model transformation classes, the results of 

the top desirable features for this domain pattern are also similar to the RELATEIN/REFACTOR 

Domain Patterns and the only difference are: the desirable design feature include both the rewrite 

and procedure rule and clear distinction between models is extremely important. In the domain 

language in addition to using conventional language it is also important to check the preservation 

of semantics because such kind of domain patterns are sometimes performed in two different 

model transformation languages. Furthermore, multi-directionality is important in order to read 

the different feature of two different languages.  

 

REMOVE/REBUILD Domain Patterns are exogenous vertical transformation and recommended to 

use imperative/operational/ model transformation language. In the analysis of model 

transformation design features choices against user model transformation classes, the result of 

the top design feature for this domains are also similar to the RENDER/RELATEOUT Domain 

Patterns. The only differences in such kind of domain patterns are usually for synthesis of code 

by procedure rule, which is created by the user as a procedure and due to that unclear distinction 

between models can appear. Furthermore, multi-directionality is sometimes important for the 

maintenance or evolution of software‘s.  
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E. Design Feature evaluation 

I. Transformation rule  

 

No Top design Features  RELATEIN 

or 

REFACTOR  

REFINE 

or 

REDUCE 

RENDER 

or 

RELATEOUT  

REMOVE 

or 

REBUILD 
1 Transformation Rule     

 - Rewrite rule  D D D LD 

 - Procedure  LD LD LD D 

1.1 Syntactic separation      

 - Clear Distinction b/n models   D LD D LD 

 - No Clear distinction b/n models LD D LD D 

1.2 Multidirectional     

 - Unidirectional  D D LD D 

 - Bidirectional  LD LD D D 

1.3  Application Condition      

 - Conditioned attached to 

rules/procedures  
D  D D D 

1.4 Intermediate structures     

 - Traceability link  D D D D 

1.5 Reflection      

 - Access the transformation  D D D D 

1.6 Aspect      

 Support aspect oriented programming 

concept 
D D D D 

1.7 Domain      

 - Domain language  D D D D 

 - Separate static mode D D D LD 

 - In/out static model  D D D D 

 - Dynamic mode restriction D D D D 

 Typing      

 - Un-typed  LD LD LD LD 

 - Syntactically typed   D D D D 

 - Semantically typed  LD LD D D 

1.8 Body      

 - Variables D D D D 

 - Patterns  D D D D 

 - Logic  D D D D 

1.9 Parameterization      

 - Control parameters D D D D 

 - Generics  D D D D 

 - Higher-order rules  D D D D 

Table 5.4: Design Features Evaluation Matrix I (Where D: Desirable, LD: Less Desirable and 

ND: Not Desirable) 
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II. Rule Application strategy, control and organization, Source target relationship, 

incermentality, Directionality and Tracing 

 

No Top design Features  RELATEIN 

or 

REFACTOR 

REFINE 

or 

REDUCE 

RENDER 

or 

RELATEOUT 

REMOVE 

or 

REBUILD 
1 Rule Application Strategy      

 - Deterministic  LD D D D 

 - Non deterministic  D D D LD 

 - Interactive  D D D D 

2 Rule Scheduling      

 Form      

 - Implicit way D D D ND 

 - Explicit way  LD D D D 

 Rule selection      

 -    Explicit condition D D D D 

 -    Non deterministic  D D D D 

 -    Conflict resolution  D D D D 

 -    Interactive D D D D 

 Rule Iteration      

 -   Recursion  D D D D 

 - Looping  D D D D 

 - Fix-point Iteration  D D D D 

 Phasing      

 - Transformation into several phases  D D D D 

3 Rule organization      

 Modularity mechanisms  D D D D 

 Reuse mechanisms  D D D D 

 Organizational structure     

 - Source-oriented D D D LD 

 - Target-oriented  LD LD D D 

 - Independent  D D D LD 

4 Source-Target Relationship     

 - New Target  LD LD D D 

 - Existing Target  D D D LD 

5 Incrementality      

 - Target incrementality  D D D LD 

 - Source Incrementality LD D D D 

 - Preservation of User Edits in the 

target  
LD LD D D 

6 Directionality      

 - Unidirectional D D LD LD 

 - Multidirectional  LD LD D D 

7 Tracing  D D D D 

 

Table 5.5:  Design Feature Evaluation Matrix II (Where D: Desirable, LD: Less Desirable and 

ND: Not Desirable) 
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5.2.3 Quality Requirements 
 

A. Motivation  

 

According to ISO/IEC 9126 standards [40], which describe a two-part model for software 

product quality, which is for both external quality and quality in use. Here in this section, I am 

using the quality in use to address the issues which is described in [4] 

 

 

B. Factors to consider 

 

 Usability and usefulness  

 Verbosity versus conciseness 

 Performance and scalability 

 Extensibility and/or Mathematical properties 

 Acceptance by user community 

 Standardization 

 

 

C. Non functional quality Rating 

 

Rating  Caption  Description 

R Required  It is required characteristics in use  

LR Less Required  It is less recommended 

characteristics in use 

NR Not Required   It is not required in use  

Table 5.6: Quality Rating    

 

 

D. Non functional quality requirement analysis  

 

After identifying model transformation approaches and desirable design features, it is also 

important to consider the quality requirements. The major quality requirements identified from 

[4] includes: usability and usefulness, verbosity and conciseness, scalability, performance, 

Extensibility, Acceptability by the user and standardization.  

 

All the users‘ model transformation problem requires such qualities in the tool. However, based 

on the specific problem a user can rate these requirements differently.  

 

Furthermore we need appropriate feedback on what is going on in the tool; users based language 

rather than system oriented terms and consistence language words are also important for tool 

quality requirements. The detail software quality requirements analysis is out of the scope of this 

thesis. However, software quality analysis including maintainability and safety are proposed in 

future study.    
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E. Non functional quality evaluation 

 

The software product quality evaluation depends largely on the user‘s specific requirement and 

the transformation architecture.  Particularly the modeling environment, the system source and 

target models determine the rating of the quality factors. However, I put forward the evaluation 

in table 5.7 based on only on our experiments in this research. 

 

 

No Quality requirements  RELATEIN/ 

REFACTOR 
REFINE/ 

REDUCE 
RENDER/ 

RELATEOUT 
REMOVE/ 

REBUILD 

1 Useful  R R R R 

2 Usable  R R R R 

3 Concise /few syntactic 

constructs/ 
R R R LR 

4 Verbose   LR LR LR R 

5 Scalability  LR R R R 

6 Performance  R R R R 

7 Extensibility  R R R R 

8 Acceptability by user R R R R 

9 Standardization  R R R R 

 

Table 5.7: Non Functional Quality Evaluation Matrix (Where R: Required, LR: Less Required 

and NR: Not Required) 

5.3 Summary  
 

The evaluation parts against the users‘ problem domain patterns are summarized under table 5.8.  
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Chapter 6 

Transformation Phase: Implementation 
Framework 
 

The transformation phase allows for the users to follow the guideline to evaluate and document 

model transformations engineering. The framework is represented by a complete process-data 

metamodel which represents the transformation process and data implementations together.  

 
The complete process data transformation describes the evaluation process discussed in chapter 3 

and it is based on the Information Technology Infrastructure Library
28

 (ITIL), Information 

Technology development, and operations management concepts. It is adopted from ITIL security 

management process [41, 42]. 

 

The primary goal for the complete process data model transformation is to help the user‘s, who 

has the model transformation problem in hand, how to choose model transformation approaches 

and tools in the right way. Today users are selecting model transformation tools in much 

disorganized way and hence this process will help users to organize the selection of model 

transformation in a proper way. 

 

The transformation phase, represented by a complete process data transformation, should have a 

relation with almost all processes in model driven software development [43], [44], [45]. 

However, in this thesis I only show the relation between the preparation and evaluation phases. 

6.1 Process Data Model Overview   
 

The process data model transformation consists of process phases and activities that are carried 

out by the users who has the model transformation problem in hand or by software and system 

architects in the industry. However, we can‘t define a clear process for software development in 

model driven development; rather we can define an abstract process level because the 

process/procedure varies depending on the specific tools.  

 

The problem domain pattern (input model) is the model transformation problem requirements 

which are formed by domain specific language experts or sometimes managers at the business 

model level. The requirements are analyzed by the software expert who starts to prepare the 

model transformation process (preparation phase). Then the software or system expert begins to 

evaluate different model transformation tools based on the transformation language approach, 

design features and quality requirements (evaluation phase). After the evaluation, then the model 

transformation problem model is transformed (transformation phase). Here it is important to 

document all the requirements, activities and processes because this is the vital part of model 

driven development so that we need to relate it with all the other activities and processes.  

 

 Preparation Phase  
 

The first activity in evaluation of the model transformation process is the ―Preparation phase‖ 

sub-process. The preparation phase identifies the preliminary technical review information that 

needs to be in place in order for the evaluation to be effectively implemented. The preparation 

phase sub-process defines the prerequisites and dependencies. The activities that take place in 

                                                
28

 ITIL is the most widely accepted approach to IT service management in the world. www.itil-officialsite.com 
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the preparatory phase sub process are summed up in the table 6.1; which contains the name of 

the activity and a short definition of the activity.   

 

Activities Sub-Activities Descriptions 

Preparation 

phase  

Prerequisite and  

 

 

dependencies 

This process outlines the specific requirements and rules that have to 

be met in order to implement model transformation. The process ends 

with identifying the technical input/output requirements. 

This process sets up the technology, skill and standard requirements. 

This process ends with Technical technology, skill and standard 
requirements.  

User‘s problem 

classifications 

In this process users select their problem domain type from the model 

transformation problems classifications. The process ends with 

identifying the problem domain pattern.  

 

Artifact: Preliminary 

Technical Review 

Information. 

In this process the preliminary technical information is documented. 

This process ends with a Preliminary technical information review.  

 

Table 6.1: Preparation Phase Activities  

The meta-modeling was used in order to model the activities of the preparation sub-process. 

Figure 6.1 is the meta-process model of the preparation sub-process. It is based on a UML 

activity diagram and it gives an overview of the activities of the preparation sub-process. The 

grey rectangle represents the preparation sub-process and the smaller beam shapes inside of the 

grey rectangle represent the activities that take place inside the preparation sub-process. The 

beams with a black shadow indicate that the activity is a closed (complex) activity. This means 

that the activity consists of a collection of (sub) activities but these activities are not expanded 

because they are not relevant in this particular context. The white beam without shadow indicates 

that the reporting activity is a standard activity. This means that reporting does not contain (sub) 

activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure6.1:  Meta-process model preparation sub-process 

Preparation phase 

 

Technical input/output requirement  

 

Technical technology, skill and standard 

requirement 

Preliminary technical information review 

 

User‘s problem identifications  
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Furthermore, it is noticeable that the first three activities are not linked with an arrow and that 

there is a black stripe with an arrow leading to the reporting activity. This means that the three 

first activities are not sequential. They are unordered activities and after these three activities 

have taken place, the reporting activity will sequentially follow. For a more extensive 

explanation of the meta-modeling technique, consult the meta-modeling. Table 6.2 is a concept 

definition table. 

Concept Description 

Prerequisite  Prerequisites include the What needs to be transformed into what?, This 
question concerns the source and target artifacts of the transformation 

Dependencies  Dependencies include the standards, skills, … 

Classification of Users 

domain patterns 

Problem type identification from model transformation problem domain 
patterns 

 

Table 6.2: Concept definition of preparation phase 

The meta-data model of the preparation sub-process is based on a UML class diagram. In figure 

6.2 is the meta-data model of the preparation sub-process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1..* 
 

 

 1.. * 
 

 1..1 

 

Figure 6.2: Meta-process model of preparation sub-process 

The Preliminary technical information review rectangle with a white shadow is an open complex 

concept. This means that the rectangle consists of a collection of (sub) concepts and these 

concepts are expanded in this particular context. 

Figure 6.3 is the process-data model of the Preparation sub-process. This picture shows the 

integration of the two models. The dotted arrows indicate which concepts are created or adjusted 

in the corresponding activities. 

Prerequisite  

Dependencies 

Preliminary 

Technical 

Information Review  

Domain Paterns 
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         1..* 
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Figure 6.3: Process-data model preparation sub-process 

 Evaluation phase  

The evaluation of the model transformation is very important. The evaluation is necessary to 

choose the model transformation tool for the model transformation problem. Mainly we have 

three sorts of evaluations; model transformation approaches, design features and software 

products quality requirements. The activities that take place in the evaluation sub-process are 

summed up in table 6.3. The table contains the name of the (sub) activity and a short definition 

of the activity. 

Activities Sub-Activities Descriptions 

Evaluate Model transformation 

approaches  

 

In this process an evaluation of  model transformation 

problem against model transformation languages 

Tools design features In this process an examination of model transformation 

problems against design features  

Software products quality  In this process an examination of the model transformation 

problem again the software products quality requirement. 

Artifact: Evaluation Review for the 

Result of Technical Information 
In this process the whole Evaluate implementation process is 

documented in a specific way. This process ends with 

REPORTS. 

 

Table 6.3: (Sub) activities and descriptions of Evaluation sub-process  

 

 

 

Preparation phase 

 
Technical input/output requirement  

 

Technical technology, skill and standard 

requirement 

Preliminary technical information review 

 

Prerequisite  

Dependencies 

Preliminary 

Technical 

information Review  

User‘s problem identifications  

 

Domain 

Paterns 
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Figure 6.4: Process-data model Evaluation sub-process 

The process-data diagram illustrated in the figure 6.4 consists of a meta-process model and a 

meta-data model. The Evaluation sub-process was modeled using the meta-modeling technique. 

The dotted arrows running from the meta-process diagram (left) to the meta-data diagram (right) 

indicate which concepts are created or adjusted in the corresponding activities. All of the 

activities in the evaluation phase are standard activities. For a short description of the Evaluation 

phase concepts see Table 6.4 where the concepts are listed and defined. 

Concept Description 

EVALUATION Evaluated/checked model transformation 

RESULTS The outcome of the evaluated model transformation. 

MT approach evaluation review  Result of the MT approach. 

Design feature evaluation review  Result of the Design features  

Quality requirement evaluation review  Result of the quality requirements  

Evaluation technical Information  Results of evaluation of technical information. 

 

Table 6.4: Concept definition of evaluation sub-process  

Evaluate  

Model transformation approaches 

Design Features  

Quality requirements  

Evaluation technical information   

MT Approach 

evaluation review  

Design feature 

evaluation review  

Quality requirement 

evaluation review  

Results  

Evaluation  
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 Transformation phase  

 

Table 6.5: (Sub) activities and descriptions of implementation sub-process 

The implementation sub-process makes the program to transform the source model to target 

model.  

The activities that take place in the transformation phase sub-process are summed up in the table 

6.5. The table contains the name of the (sub) activity and a short definition of the activity. 

The left side of figure 6.5 is the meta-process model of the Implementation phase. The four 

labels with a black shadow mean that these activities are closed concepts and they are not 

expanded in this context. It is also noticeable that there are no arrows connecting these four 

activities this means that these activities are unordered and the reporting will be carried out after 

the completion of all the four activities. 

During the transformations phase there are a number of concepts that are created and /or 

adjusted. See table 6.6 for an overview of the most common concepts and their description. 

Activities Sub-Activities Descriptions 

Transformation  Select transformation 

tool 

 

Process of formally identifying model transformation tools and this 

process leads to selection of model transformation tool 

Input user problem Here user‘s model transformation problem is implemented in the 

selected transformation tool. The process ends with User‘s input 

model. 

Program 

transformation  

In this process based on the requirements write the program 

transformation. The process ends with writing the transformation 

program. 

Implement 

transformation 

In this process run the tool to implement the transformation. The 

process ends with target model.  

 

Artifact: Implementation 

Information 

 

In this process we generate the report for the transformation.  
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Concept Description 

Transformation  The target model  

Selected MT tool The type of model transformation approach/language, the design features and 

quality requirements 

Users Problem model Query users problem model  

Transformation 

program 

Write the necessary code for the transformation  

Implementation 

process 

Build and Run the transformation  

Report Implementation report 

 

Table 6.6: Concept and definition Implementation sub-process Security management 

The concepts created and/or adjusted are modeled using the meta-modeling technique. The right 

side of figure 6.5 is the meta-data model of the implementation sub-process. The implementation 

documents are an open concept and are expanded upon in this context. It consists of four closed 

concepts which are not expanded because they are irrelevant in this particular context. 

In order to make the relations between the two models clearer the integration of the two models 

are illustrated in figure 6.5. The dotted arrows running from the activities to the concepts 

illustrate which concepts are created/ adjusted in the corresponding activities. 

 

  

 1 

 1 

 1 

 

           1 

  

 

  

 

 

Figure 6.5: Process-data model transformation sub-process 
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procedure  
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6.2 Complete Process-Data Model 

Figure 6.6 shows the complete process-data model of the model transformations engineering. 

This means that the complete meta-process model and the complete meta-data model and the 

integration of the two models of the evaluation process of model transformation engineering are 

shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.6: Complete Process data diagram  
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Chapter 7 

Recommendations for Model Transformation 
Engineering 
In this section I would like to give recommendations to the users of model-driven development 

that have a model transformation problem to solve. I provide a set of guidelines and 

recommendations that the user can use to pick the model transformation approach and tools that 

are best suited to solve the specific problem.  

 

7.1   Where and when model transformation can be used?  
 

In model driven development it is important to consider where model transformation engineering 

can be used and when it is used. To answer such questions in a very general sense, it is important 

to transform the user‘s business level and system level problems to model architecture. As 

depicted in figure 7.1 below, the real world business level and system interaction level problem 

can be represented by Business models and Use Cases. On the other hand the real world user‘s 

system level problem can also be represented by system models/codes. To this end, 

understanding models and their relation and transformation is necessary. 

 

Figure 7.1 is the concept of models architecture. It is used for expressing the real world problems 

in to model architecture to give an overview of the mode transformations engineering concepts. 

The first two rectangular columns represent the real world problems with their examples and the 

last rectangular columns represent the virtual concept level. The black 3 Dimensional rectangle 

shadow indicates that the activities within the rectangle are very different and complex. This 

means we can have different activity (modules) based on our requirements but these activities 

are not expanded because they are not related in this particular context.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Models architecture and transformation  

Therefore, model to model, model to code or model to running instance for example "Mendix 

Software" [46] kinds of transformations can be used within the business level or system level 
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problems. Furthermore, model transformation can also be used to transform business model to 

system model.  

7.1 Model Transformation use cases and Descriptions   
 

For model transformation tools to be used in solving model transformation problems, the 

transformation types have to be analyzed by the user considering the use cases, evaluation model 

and transformation framework. The following recommendations, based on chapter 4 to chapter 6 

of this thesis, include the identification of common transformation use cases and recommended 

selections of transformation tool for each of these use cases. The transformation types are 

composed of scenarios, identified from the end-users view point, at a more fine grained level. 

 

Use Case 1: Model Quality Improvement  

 

This use case describes transforming a source model by RELATEIN or REFACTOR to a target 

model to improve the model‘s internal structure while preserving its observable behavior and 

quality aspects. See chapter 4 section 4.2.1 for specific examples.  

 

Goal: improve source model quality (depending on the context and type of model) 

 

Scenarios: Optimization/ Refactoring  

 

The use case proceeds when user aimed to improve certain operational quality (for example: 

performance, understandability, modifiability, reusability, modularity, adaptability) of a source 

model   

 

Use Case 2: Model Abstraction and Refinement 

 

This use case describes transforming the source model by REDUCE or REFINE to a target 

model. In model-driven architecture the source model transformation produces the target model 

by reducing /abstracting/ the amount of details to a higher level of abstractions (upward physical 

level) or by refining the amount of details to low level data structure in detail (downward 

physical level) in model driven architecture.  See chapter 4 section 4.2.2 for specific examples. 

 

Goal: abstraction or refinement of source model   

 

Scenarios: Simplification, Normalization or Component Adaption 

 

The use case proceeds when the user aimed to modify and adapt the syntactic complexity of a 

source model or code of existing software components during component execution (either 

statically or dynamically)  

 

Use case 3: Language Translation  

 

This use case describes transforming the source model by RENDER or RELATEOUT to a target 

model. The transformation works by adding details to the source model. A change in metamodel 

and occasionally a change in transformation language might be necessary.  

 

Goal: translate source language   

 

Scenarios: Language Translation/ Migration 
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The use case proceeds when user aimed to produce a target model by a change in metamodel and 

adding details to the source model   

 

Use Case 4: Code Generation, Model Synthesis and Reengineering  

 

This use case describes transforming source model by REMOVE or REBUILD to target model. 

The transformation works by adding details to the source model and a change in metamodel. 

Occasionally a change in transformation language is necessary.  

 

Goal: A user needs to REMOVE or REBUILD a source model to target model depending on the 

context and type of model. 

 

Scenarios: Code Generation and Reengineering    

 

The use case proceeds when user aimed to remove or refine the structure of low-level model in 

to code/text models (Example is Java code) and vice versa.     

7.2 Selection of Transformation Tools  
 

In previous work, model transformation approaches and tools have been classified in [3] by K. 

Czarnecki and S. Helson. In this section I will make recommendations of tools for the 

appropriate use cases. 

 

The selection of tools can proceeds as shown in the following steps: 

 

1. User identify the use case scenario‘s 

2. Select transformation tool and  

3. Program the transformation  

Extensions:   

4. If user wants to continue selection switch to 2 
 

Use Case 1: Model quality improvement which explains RELATEIN/REFACTOR problem 

domain pattern.  

 

This use case or class of user‘s model transformation problem is easy and simple to specify. In 

particular, the class operates in use of similar structure of metamodel and level of abstraction. 

Hence as evaluated in chapter 5 of this thesis, the declarative approach is applicable for the case. 

Example of declarative approaches/language to model transformation includes mediniQVT [47], 

MOFLON [48], Tefkat [49], UMLX [50].  

 

Use Case 2: Model Abstraction and Refinement which uses REDUCE/REFINE problem domain 

patterns.  

 

This use case or class of user‘s model transformation problem is small difference that has to be 

assembled or computed. In particular, the class operates in use of similar structure of metamodel 

but at different level of abstraction. Hence as evaluated in chapter 5 of this thesis, hybrid 

approach is applicable for the case. Example of hybrid approaches/language to model 

transformation includes ATL [51], oAW [52], VIATRA2 [53], TXL [54] 

 

Use Case 3: Language translation which uses RENDER/RELATEOUT problem domain 

patterns.  
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This use cases or class of user‘s model transformation problem has a change in metamodel and 

level of details but keeping the same level of abstraction. In particular, the change in 

transformation language might be necessary. Hence as evaluated in chapter 5 of this thesis, 

hybrid approach is applicable for the case and semantic perseverations [53] should be also 

considered in the case of using different transformation languages.  Example of hybrid 

approaches/languages to model transformation includes ATL [51], VIATRA2 [53], TXL [54] 

 

Use Case: 4 Code generation or model synthesis which uses REMOVE/REBUILD problem 

domain patterns. 

 

This use cases or class of user‘s model transformation problem has a change in metamodel, level 

of abstraction and level of details but sometimes level of details stays the same. In particular, 

sometimes the change in transformation language might also be necessary. Hence as evaluated in 

chapter 5 of this thesis, Imperatives /Operational/ approaches/languages is applicable for the case 

and semantic perseverations [53] should also be considered in the case of using different 

transformation languages. Example of imperative approaches/languages to model transformation 

includes: oAW [52], Stratego/XT [55], SmartQVT [56], and Kermeta [57].  

7.3 Lessons Learned 
 

The purpose of this sub section is to help software and system architects with the knowledge 

gained from this study so that it will help for future work.   

 

 The software engineering principles between the general programming (data 

transformation) and metamodels (meta programming) transformations are similar. As 

depicted in figure 7.2, the level of automation is changed from code only to 

executable models abstraction level. For instance, in domain specific language 

problems are described by a domain specific diagram and elements of the diagram. 

These graphical modeling languages consist of the graphical symbols and semantics 

from the abstract symbols called models. Then, the abstract syntax can be classified 

by model classifiers called metamodels and the metamodel further classified by a 

classifiers called Metametamodels. The quest from source to target models uses the 

metamodels (meta programming) transformation and it influences with 

transformation tool we are going to use.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2: Model Driven Engineering [4, 22] 

 To achieve state-of-the-art transformation result in model-driven development, we 

need to describe the software or an organization system or its environment or both by 
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System Models
29

 and classifiers. This models and classifiers are helpful for users to 

analyze the traceability among models at different level of abstraction and it also 

helps for mapping among multiple models in multidirectional transformation. 

Therefore, in model driven engineering the transformation is dependent on the subject 

being transformed and the set of requirements being considered.  

 

 As discussed in this thesis, model transformation problems can be classified in to 4 

dual problem domain patterns. These patterns are identified as depicted in figure 7.3 

by using knowledge discovery methodology repeatedly on model transformation 

problems. Hence users can use the same method to identify different patterns in 

application, design and code patterns of model-driven engineering. 

  

                      
 

Figure 7.3: Pattern identification method adopted from Knowledge 

discovery in databases 

 The OMG 4 levels of modeling architecture layers can be changed to two layers 

called system models and classifiers.  In such kind of situation we can also further 

classify users‘ problem domain in to only 2 dual problem domain patterns called 

horizontal and vertical transformation.  

 

 In the evaluation model, hybrid approach is more suitable than other approach due to 

its declarative nature and incorporating imperative approaches for some concepts 

which cannot be mapped directly to each other. However, most modeling tools are 

                                                
29

 System models are abstract description of systems whose requirements are being analyzed. From Ian 

Sommerville2000, Software Engineering, 6
th

 edition, Chapter 7.  
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primarily suited for one approach and due to that depending on different requirements 

users are expected to choose different tools. For example Imperative languages are 

good for complex transformations and offer powerful feature. On the other hand, 

declarative languages are good for simple transformation and relational languages are 

good for multi-directional transformation. To this end, the vision of the modeling 

tools should be to have integrated framework architecture.  

 

 The evaluation of design features and software quality requirements is depending on 

the user‘s specific need. In order to support the user in the decision process of design 

features a web site is provided by Huber [58]. However, much work remains in the 

area of software quality requirement and analysis including maintainability and 

safety. However, the vision of model transformation tools in terms of design and 

quality features should also be an integrated framework. 

 

 In this thesis, the user‘s guide for evaluation of model transformation includes 

prepare, select and transformation phases. However, Interpret and visualizing the 

result can also be included as the fourth phase to verify and validate the target model.  
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Chapter 8 

Case Study for Evaluation and 
Recommendations 
In this chapter I present a simple transformation case study which have a strategic important in 

relation to the general evaluation framework. This case study also intended to make this thesis 

contribution and recommendations more concrete.  

 

First I apply the classification scheme discussed in Chapter 4 for the case study problem. Then I 

use the evaluation techniques, transformation framework and recommendations discussed from 

Chapter 5 to Chapter 7 to program the transformation. 

8.1 Model to Model Transformation   
 

Case 1: This case study describes a simple transformation example for model to model 

transformation.  As depicted in figure 8.1 and 8.2 below, I want to transform the company 

employee list, which is expressed by an XMI
30

 model, to member‘s list model expressed in XMI. 

Example is initially the problem has a list of company names composed of employees (as first 

class, second class and third class) status then I want to transform this list into a list of members 

name with membership (gold, silver, bronze) status.   

 

The goal is to present a use case named ―Company2Members‖ model to model transformation. 

8.1.1   Preparation phase  

 

Prerequisite and dependencies for model transformation includes Eclipse IDE [59], since it is an 

open source with EMF facility and supporting plug in architecture with good operating system 

coverage.                        

 

Metamodels: The company metamodel is a simple source metamodel in UML which is specified 

by KM3 (―company‖). Each company has a name and composed of employees of first class, 

second class and third class. Each employee also has an employee name. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1: Customer Metamodel 

Where: C-FC-E and FC-E: stands for Company First class employee , C-SC-E and SC-E: stands for Company second class employee, C-TC-

E and TC-E stands for Company third class employee  

                                                
30

 XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) is a standard for exchanging metadata information via Extensible Markup 

Language (XML). 
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The Member metamodel is a simple target metamodel in UML and specified by KM3 

(―Member‖). Each member has a company and employee name with StatusElement of Gold, 

Silver and Bronze.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2: Member Metamodel 

User‘s problem classification: This example can be classified as a RELATEIN problem domain 

pattern in the case of endogenous transformation and RELATEOUT domain pattern in the case 

of exogenous transformations.  

 

In this specific example we will see the RELATEIN problem domain pattern, which is an 

endogenous transformation. 

8.1.2  Evaluation phase  

 

The RELATEIN transformation presents a simple transformation example where an employee‘s 

listed under companies name is transformed into Members list by status. For example Company 

1 (First Class: Employeename1, Second class: Employeename2, third class: emplyeename3) can 

be transformed into Membername (Comp_EmpName, member‘s status). Due to its RELATEIN 

problem domain class, the result of the evaluation and recommendations of model transformation 

languages and tools is Declarative model transformation approach/language. We also need 

desirable design features and recommended quality requirements summarized in chapter 5.  

 

RELATEIN transformation is achieved by a declarative model transformation approach. For this 

example I use the ATL tool, input the model using EMF and the following ATL concepts will be 

encountered: 

 

 Helper function that computes a result needed in a rule 

 Helper function that returns the company and employee name by 

navigating the relation between ―Customers‖ and ―employees‖. 

 Writing a rule that applying the ATL philosophy that transform 

employee to gold, silver and bronze 

8.1.3 Transformation Phase  

 

In this sub section initially I present Company2Members transformation using the declarative 

approach with ATL tool and compare it with an imperative approach.  

 

The transformation of Company2Members is as follows: for each instance of the class 

―employee‖ in the Company model (Source IN model), create an instance in the Members 

(Target OUT model). Moreover, if the original ―Employee‖ instance attribute is a ―First Class‖ 

Member 

 
Comp_EmpName: String  

StatusElement: string 

Gold Silver  Bronze 
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or ―Second Class‖ or ―Third Class‖ of a given company, thus we create an instance of the 

―StatusElement‖ in the out model.  

 

The Company to Member step by step transformation look likes (see Listings 8.1 – 8.3), because 

it‘s based on ATL approach. Let Company is the company metamodel‘s name and Member is 

the member‘s metamodels‘ name. Source model Company (―Sample-Company.ecore) and 

Members (―Sample-Memvers.ecore) mode. In this transformation I want the employee class (of 

type Company!employee) to be transformed into the member class (of type 

Member!Elemements).  

 

Header Section  

Listing 8.1: Header section in ATL Company to Members 

1  module Company2Members; 

2  create OUT : Members from IN : Company; 

 

Helper Functions  

  

The following helper functions are important ―isFirstClass( )‖, ―isSecondClass( )‖ or 

―isThirdClass( )‖ to compute the status of the current member: 

Listing 8.2: Helper function in ATL to compute status  

1  helper context company!employee def: isFirstClass(): Boolean = 

2   if not self.companyFirstClass.oclIsUndefined() then 

3    true 

4   else 

5    false 

6   endif; 

 

Similarly isSecondClass(): Boolean and  isThirdClass(): Boolean can be defined.  
 

 

Furthermore, helper ―employeeStatus‖ is important, since the company name is not directly 

contained in ―employee‖ class the following helper returns the company name  

Listing 8.3: Helper function in ATL to return the company name 

1  helper context company!employee def: employeeStatus : String = 

2   if not self.CompanyFirstClass.oclIsUndefined() then 

3    self.CompanyFirstClass.employeename 

4   else 

5    if not self.CompanySecondClass.oclIsUndefined() then 

6     self.CompanySecondClass.employeename 

7    else { 

8     self.CompanyThirdClass.oclIsUndefined()   

   self.CompanyThirdClass.emplyeename } 

9   

10    endif 

11   endif; 
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8.1.3.1 Declarative Rule 
 

ATL is a hybrid language and it supports both the declarative and imperative approaches. For 

this example I follow the declarative approach for writing the rule (sell Listings 8.4) and 

compared it with the rule written in imperative approach.   

Listing 8.4: rules in ATL for classifying member to Gold 

1  rule Member2Gold { 

2   from 

3    s : Company!employee (s.isFirstClass()) 

4   to 

5    t : Members!Gold ( 

6     Comp_EmpName <- s.employeename + ' ' + s.companyname 

7     Status <- Gold  

8    ) 

9  } 

 

Similarly rule Member2Silver, rule Member2Bronze rules can be defined  

 

8.1.3.2 Imperative Rule  
 

If I use an imperative approach for the Company to Members example, the transformation 

principle is more creating the target model. In such approach the target model has to be based on 

a combination of local variables, parameters and module attributes (See Listings 8.5). When we 

implement transformation and assessed the maturity ideally this result in a delay of executed 

action.  

 

Listing 8.5: rules in imperative for defining the lazy rule  

1  lazy rule getStatus { 

2   from 

3    s : Customers!employeestatus 

4   to 

5    t : Members!Statuslevel( 

6     name <- s.name 

7    ) 

8  } 

 

In ATL called rule provided the convenient imperative facilities. The called rule is responsible to 

generate the target Member element (see Listings 8.6) 

 

Listing 8.6: rules in imperative for defining the lazy rule 

1  rule StausLevelElement { 

2   from 

3    s : Customers!employeestatus 

4   to 

5    t : Members!StatusElement( 

6    ) 

7   do { 

8    -- The corresponding name for the current MemberElement is 

added in the map. 

9    -- This map will be used at the end of the transformation to 

create a link between Status in employee class and StatusElement  

10    thisModule.NameToAssign(t, s.name); 

11   } 

12  }-- execute delayed actions 
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8.1.4 Summary  

 

As described above for two meta-classes (for n=2 metaclasses and single relationship) the 

declarative approach can be implemented in straightforward and handy low line of codes. 

However, in the imperative approach the imperative rules require to create target model and also 

it also requires creating link between the source and target element at the end. In all this, 

execution can be delayed in action and not easily implemented. Hence for such kind of 

endogenous horizontal model to model kind of transformation declarative approach is 

recommended.  

 

Similarly, if the model become more complex that is more than two metaclasses (for n>2 and 

several relationships) the implementation of imperative approach become more complex. The 

execution time increases more than the declarative approach.  

8.2 Model to text /Code/ Transformations   

 
Case 2: This case also describes a simple transformation example for model to text /code/ 

transformation. As depicted in figure 8.4 I want to transform a business concept provided in a 

UML use case diagram into Java code (text model).  

 

The goal is to generate a use case description called ―Order‖ model to code transformation.  

8.2.1 Preparation Phase  

 

Prerequisite and dependencies for model transformation includes Eclipse IDE, since it is an open 

source with EMF facility and supporting plug in architecture with good operating system 

coverage             
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Figure 8.3: UML simplified metamodel 
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 The Model 

 

                    

 
                                                          1..1     0..* 

 

 

 

Figure 8.4: Class diagram using simplified UML metamodel 

User’s problem classification: This use case can be classified as a REFINE problem domain 

pattern in the case of endogenous metamodels and REMOVE domain pattern in the case of 

exogenous metamodels.  

 

In this specific example we will see the REMOVE problem domain patter, which is exogenous 

vertical.  

8.2.2 Evaluation Phase  

 

The REMOVE transformation presents another simple transformation example where a business 

concept model of UML class diagram is transformed into Java code. Due to its Remove problem 

domain class, the result of the evaluation and recommendations of model transformation 

languages and tools is imperative model transformation approach/language. We also need 

desirable design features and recommended quality requirements summarized in chapter 5.  

 

The REMOVE transformation is performed by an imperative model transformation approaches. 

For this example I use oAW (OpenArchitecureWare) tool, input the model using EMF and 

generate the code. The following oAW (OpenArchitecureWare) concepts will be encountered: 

 

 Template.XPT that generate the code 

 Workflow consists of workflow components that executed sequentially 

 Generation of Source code  

8.2.3 Transformation phase  

 

In this sub section initially I present model to code transformation using oAW 

(OpenArchitecureWare) imperative approach and compare it with ATL declarative approach.  

 

8.2.3.1 Imperative Transformation Example using oAW 

(OpenArchitecureWare) 
 

The process in oAW (OpenArchitecureWare) imperative approach is started by defining a 

metamodel, write code generation template and running the generator (workflow). The purpose 

of this example is to illustrate code generation with oAW (OpenArchitecureWare). The source 

model is designed using EMF models and the goal is to transform the model in to Java code. 

That is the models which contain entities (member and Order) are also including attributes 

(memberID, name, OrderId, Orderstatus) and relationship (1..1 to 0..*) among them and I want 

to generate the java code for implementation.  

 

The step by step transformation look likes (see Listings 8.7 – 8.10), because it‘s based on oAW 

approach. 

Member 

 

MemberId: Integer  
Name: string  

 

Order 

 

 
Orderid: integer 

Orderstatus: String 
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Listing 8.7: oAW Template.XPT for generating the code 

1  «IMPORT metamodel» 

2   

3  «EXTENSION template::GeneratorExtensions» 

4   

5  «DEFINE main FOR Model» 

6   «EXPAND javaClass FOREACH entities()» 

7  «ENDDEFINE» 

8   

9  «DEFINE javaClass FOR Entity» 

10   «FILE name+".java"» 

11    public class «name» { 

12     «FOREACH features AS f» 

13      private «f.type.name» «f.name»; 

14       

15      public void «f.setter()»(«f.type.name» «f.name») { 

16       this.«f.name» = «f.name»; 

17      } 

18       

19      public «f.type.name» «f.getter()»() { 

20       return «f.name»; 

21      } 

22     «ENDFOREACH» 

23    } 

24   «ENDFILE» 

25  «ENDDEFINE» 

 

For the oAW Workflow see listing 8.8 

Listing 8.8: oAW Workflow  

1  <workflow> 

2   <property name="model" value="my.project/src/Model.xmi" /> 

3   <property name="src-gen" value="src-gen" /> 

4    

5   <!-- set up EMF for standalone execution --> 

6   <bean class="org.eclipse.mwe.emf.StandaloneSetup" > 

7    <platformUri value=".."/> 

8   </bean> 

9   <!-- load model and store it in slot 'model' --> 

10   <component class="org.eclipse.mwe.emf.Reader"> 

11    <uri value="platform:/resource/${model}" /> 

12    <modelSlot value="model" /> 

13   </component> 

14   
15   <!-- check model --> 

16   <component class="oaw.check.CheckComponent"> 

17    <metaModel id="mm" 

18     class="org.eclipse.m2t.type.emf.EmfRegistryMetaModel"/> 

19    <checkFile value="metamodel::Checks" /> 

20    <emfAllChildrenSlot value="model" /> 

21   </component> 

22   <!--  generate code --> 

23   <component class="org.openarchitectureware.xpand2.Generator"> 

24    <metaModel idRef="mm"/> 

25    <expand 

26     value="template::Template::main FOR model" /> 

27    <outlet path="${src-gen}" > 

28     <postprocessor 

class="org.openarchitectureware.xpand2.output.JavaBeautifier" /> 

29    </outlet> 

30   </component> 

31  </workflow> 
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For oAW Source Code of Member.Java see listing 8.9 

Listing 8.9: oAW Source code for Member. Java 

1  public class Member { 

2   

3   private String name; 

4   

5   public void setName(String name) { 

6    this.name = name; 

7   } 

8   

9   public String getName() { 

10    return name; 

11   } 

12   
13    

14   private Order_Status order; 

15   
16   public void setOrderStatus(Order_Status order) { 

17    this.order = address; 

18   } 

19   
20   public Order_Status getOrderStatus() { 

21    return order; 

22   } 

23   
24  } 

25   

 

 

For oAW source code of Order.Java see listings 8.10 

 

Listing 8.10: oAW source code for Order. Java 

1  public class Order { 

2   

3   private integer orderid; 

4   

5   public void setorderid(Integer orderid) { 

6    this.orderid = orderid; 

7   } 

8   

9   public Integer getorderid() { 

10    return orderid; 

11   } 

12   

13   private String Orderstatus; 

14   

15   public void setOrderstatus(String zip) { 

16    this.orderstatus = orderstatus; 

17   } 

18   

19   public String getOrderstatus() { 

20    return orderstatus; 

21   } 

22  } 
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8.2.3.2 Declarative rule using ATL  
 
In this example I will describe the transformation of a UML model to a simplified java model. I 

use one of ATL UML to Java transformation example [51]. The environment for completing 

such kind of transformation requires the decryptions of the two metamodels called the simplified 

UML and java metamodel (See figure 8.3 and 8.5).  

 

                  
Figure 8.5: Simplified Java Metamodel [54] 

The transformation of UML to Java is as follows: for each instance of UML class from UML 

metamodel, create an instance of JavaClass to the Java metamodel which corresponds to all the 

names. Moreover, for each instance of UML attribute and operation, create instances of Java 

Field and java Method. (See listings 8.11- 8.17) 

 

Header Section  

Listing 8.11: Header section in ATL UML to Java  

1  module UML2JAVA; 

2  create OUT : JAVA from IN : UML; 

 

Helper Functions  

Listing 8.12: Helper functions in ATL   

1  helper context UML!ModelElement def: isPublic() : Boolean = 

2   self.visibility = #vk_public; 

3  helper context UML!Feature def: isStatic() : Boolean = 

4   self.ownerScope = #sk_static; 

5  helper context UML!Attribute def: isFinal() : Boolean = 

6   self.changeability = #ck_frozen; 

7  helper context UML!Namespace def: getExtendedName() : String = 

8   if self.namespace.oclIsUndefined() then 

9    '' 

10   else if self.namespace.oclIsKindOf(UML!Model) then 

11    '' 

12   else 

13    self.namespace.getExtendedName() + '.' 

14   endif endif + self.name; 

 

Declarative rule 
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Listing 8.13: Declarative rule Class to Class  

1.  rule C2C { 

2.   from e : UML!Class 

3.   to out : JAVA!JavaClass ( 

4.    name <- e.name, 

5.    isAbstract <- e.isAbstract, 

6.    isPublic <- e.isPublic(), 

7.    package <- e.namespace 

8.   ) 

Listing 8.14: Declarative rule DataType to PrimitiveType   

1.  rule D2P { 

2.   from e : UML!DataType 

3.   to out : JAVA!PrimitiveType ( 

4.    name <- e.name, 

5.    package <- e.namespace 

6.   ) 

Listing 8.15: Declarative rule Attribute to Field      

1.  rule A2F { 

2.   from e : UML!Attribute 

3.   to out : JAVA!Field ( 

4.    name <- e.name, 

5.    isStatic <- e.isStatic(), 

6.    isPublic <- e.isPublic(), 

7.    isFinal <- e.isFinal(), 

8.    owner <- e.owner, 

9.    type <- e.type 

10.   ) 

Listing 8.16: Declarative rule   Operation to Method   

1.  rule O2M { 

2.   from e : UML!Operation 

3.   to out : JAVA!Method ( 

4.    name <- e.name, 

5.    isStatic <- e.isStatic(), 

6.    isPublic <- e.isPublic(), 

7.    owner <- e.owner, 

8.    type <- e.parameter->select(x|x.kind=#pdk_return)-

>asSequence()->first().type, 

9.    parameters <- e.parameter->select(x|x.kind<>#pdk_return)-

>asSequence() 

10.   ) 

Listing 8.17: Declarative rule   Parameter to Feature 

1.  rule P2F { 

2.   from e : UML!Parameter (e.kind <> #pdk_return) 

3.   to out : JAVA!FeatureParameter ( 

4.    name <- e.name, 

5.    type <- e.type 

6.   ) 

7.  } 
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8.2.4 Summary  

 
As described above in section 8.3.3, the ATL declarative approach requires a lot of code. 

However, the oAW model transformation generates the code by using a very simple and 

straightforward knowledge. To this end if the model transformation become more 

complex the implementation of declarative approach becomes more complex and the line 

of code also increase that of the imperative approach.   

 

8.3 Discussion  
 
Since there are potentially infinite and complex problems, validation of the results of model 

transformation engineering approaches by using one or two simple model transformation case 

study is not an easy task. In fact, it is common to get such kind of difficulty for enormous real 

time world problems and as presented in this thesis work it is good to start functional validation 

of the research by using the accepted theory of the area. The area of model transformation 

engineering is currently a research field and the ongoing researches can continue working on 

practical model transformation patterns catalogue and different experiments to mature the area.  

 

My guideline approach consists of three phases and explained the main important concepts of 

each phase. For instance in preparation phase I only considered model transformation problem 

classification and I take for granted that the prerequisite and dependencies of the preparation 

phase are fulfilled. The gap in preparation phase of this thesis research work should be fulfilled 

by the ongoing researches. Otherwise it leads to not solving 100% of all model transformation 

problems.  

 

Hence, building a guideline and evaluation framework is a big jump and very encouraging for 

current model transformation research problems and future initiatives of model transformation 

engineering approaches. However, there is still a long way to go to mature the area of model 

transformation in model based and model-driven development approaches.   
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions and Future Work 
 

This section concludes this thesis by reflecting on the achieved results and recommending on 

future work.  

9.1 Conclusions  
 

Model transformation is the vital centre of model driven development. In model-driven software 

development, the problems that are solved by model transformation are potentially infinite and 

different in type of characteristics. Due to that problems can be solved better by different 

transformation approaches. Hence it is a challenging task to select a tool (or approach or 

technique) for a given specific model transformation problem. The challenge requires an 

evaluation of model transformation engineering against user‘s model transformation problem. As 

demonstrated here, the user‘s model transformation problem can be classified into 4 dual-R 

classes and each of which must be evaluated with model transformation engineering criteria to 

recommend how to choose the right tools. 

 

The overall aim of this thesis was to introduce a guideline and an evaluation framework for 

model transformation engineering approach, which is one of the main foundations of model-

based development with domain specific languages. I have been interested in the classification of 

users‘ problem domain, designing an evaluation model and implementation of a metamodel 

process. Based on this result, I created a recommendation for selection of one transformation 

approach over another. This includes the identification and classifications of common 

transformation use cases and the recommended selection of transformation tools with its 

implementation detail for each of these use cases.  

 

As demonstrated in this thesis, the user‘s guide to model transformation evaluation process is 

guideline to individual engineers, software system architects and software development project 

managers who have specific problems to solve. Furthermore they want to know the general 

method of how to find out which tools best suits their needs. The guideline process includes 

classifications of model transformation problems, evaluation of user‘s problems against 

evaluation criterion and a complete process data transformation.  

 

In Chapter 4, I have found that problems can be classified into the 4 dual-R domain patters. 

These classification patterns refer to RELATEIN/REFACTOR, REFINE/REDUCE, 

RENDER/RELATEOUT and REMOVE/REBUILD concepts from source to target model. This 

classification was helpful for practical evaluation of model transformation languages and tools.   

 

Based on the user‘s 4R domain patterns, we can evaluate transformations against identified 

model transformation evaluation criteria.  The evaluation criteria, which consist of three 

evaluation parts, are model transformation languages; tools design features and software quality 

requirements. In the evaluation of model transformation there is no clear winner of model 

transformation approaches or tools. Rather, I have found that declarative languages are good for 

simple transformation with similar structure of metamodels and require less coding. In particular, 

relational language helps us in multidirectional transformation between two similar metamodels. 

Concurrently, imperative languages are good for complex transformations with different 

structures of metamodels and offers powerful features. To this end, imperative languages require 

more code than declarative languages. In most situations, the requirement of the transformation 

task requires a similar metamodel structure with small differences that have to be assembled and 
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computed. In such cases, hybrid transformation approaches are the best choices for the user‘s 

problem.  

 

The implementation process adopted from Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) 

describes the complete process data transformations metamodel process. In practice, the 

complete process data process should have a relation with almost all model driven software 

development architecture. However, in this thesis I have showed only the process and data 

relation to the user‘s evaluation guideline.  

 

Based on the evaluation result, I put forward recommendations to the users of model based and 

model-driven software development.  The recommendations help the user‘s to understand 

different model transformation use cases and pick the model transformations approaches best 

suited to solve the specific problem. Finally in addition to the theoretical validation of all the 

results, I considered two basic examples in the case study that are modeled by each language to 

validate the result of this research.  

 

9.2 Future Work  
 

I have presented the user‘s guide to evaluate model transformation engineering which is for an 

individual engineer or small business level.  Future studies need to investigate an extension of 

the guideline and evaluation method of the transformation engineering to be improved in order to 

make it usable in a large scale software development projects.  

 

Today in more complex and explorative system there are challenges of increased defects in 

transformation, choosing the right tools for specific model transformations problem and 

inconsistence application in transformation engineering. The result of this thesis gives some 

partial solution to the overall problem and input for further study on how to make consistent 

accurate and well documented transformation. To further understand model transformation 

engineering, the software industry developers need to know how to make consistent, accurate 

and well documented transformations. That includes: 

 

- Integration of views and tools to generate the desired model by reading 

different models from different sources. 

- Management of different domain specific languages  

- View integration and management of different domain specific languages  

- Defining a detail model transformation method and survey of model 

transformation tools to fit the users need 

- Interpretation  or visualizing the result of the target model by using testing  

- Quality analysis including maintainability and safety  

 

It would also be interesting to study the applicability of models to running instance techniques in 

transformation languages. For example, future Oslo Project where the model concept considers 

anything (visual, textual and models) transform in to running instance in multi-direction [60].  
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